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Für Silke
Diese Dissertation behandelt die Messung von Ionentemperaturen am Rand eines mag-
netisch eingeschlossenen Fusionsplasmas am Tokamak
”
ASDEX Upgrade“, betrieben
vom Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik in Garching.
Das am weitesten fortgeschrittene Konzept des toroidalen Magnetfeldeinschlusses ist
der Tokamak. Das
”
H-Mode“-Plasmaregime, Standardszenario des geplanten Großex-
periments ITER, ist charakterisiert durch eine Randtransportbarriere, die noch nicht
vollständig von der Theorie erklärt werden kann. Experimentell gemessene Ionentempe-
raturprofile am Plasmarand helfen dabei, Modelle für diese Barrieren zu testen und neu
zu entwickeln. In der Arbeit wird die Theorie des Plasmatransports als theoretischer
Hintergrund und für die Motivation der Notwendigkeit der neuen Diagnostik diskutiert.
In diesem Zusammenhang wird auch das Standardmodell einer Instabilität des Plas-
marandes, genannt
”
edge localized mode“ (ELM), die in der H-Mode beobachtet wird,
kurz beschrieben.
Der Kern der Arbeit behandelt die Implementierung einer neuen Diagnostik für Ionen-
temperaturmessungen mit hoher räumlicher Auflösung am Plasmarand, die Inbetrieb-
nahme derselben und die Validierung der ermittelten Messdaten. Die Linienstrahlung,
die nach Ladungsaustauschprozessen zwischen schnellen Lithiumatomen und vollständig
ionisierten Verunreinigungsionen (C6+, He2+) entsteht, wird mit einem Detektorsystem
aus Spektrometern und schnellen CCD-Kameras beobachtet. Aufgrund des schmalen
Lithiumstrahls (1 cm) und der eng gestaffelten Lichtleiteranordnung für die Beobachtung
(6 mm) wurde eine bisher nicht erreichte räumliche Auflösung für Ionentemperaturmes-
sungen in allen Standardplasmen des Tokamaks
”
ASDEX Upgrade“ erzielt. Die spek-
trale Breite der Linienstrahlung (He ii bei 468.5 nm und C vi bei 529.0 nm) enthält In-
formationen über die lokale Ionentemperatur aus der thermischen Dopplerverbreiterung,
welche der dominierende Mechanismus für die Linienverbreiterung ist. Der Beitrag zur
Linienstrahlung, der aus lokalem Ladungsaustausch mit Lithium hervorgeht, wird mit
Hilfe von Ablenkplatten, die den Strahl ein- und ausschalten, durch die Differenz aus
Gesamtintensität und Hintergrund ermittelt. Durch Anpassen einer Gaußschen Mod-
ellfunktion an die so ermittelte lokale Linienstrahlung, kann die Linienbreite gemessen
und direkt in eine Temperatur umgerechnet werden. Die Verunreinigungen, an denen
gemessen wird, gleichen ihre Temperatur schnell genug an das Hauptplasma an, so dass
lokal identische Temperaturen für alle Ionensorten angenommen werden können. Sys-
tematische Fehler durch nicht-thermische Verbreiterungseffekte (Zeeman-Verbreiterung
und stoßinduziertes Mischen des Augangszustands) werden durch Modellrechnungen für
die beteiligten atomaren Prozesse berücksichtigt. Die Zeitauflösung der Diagnostik ist
nicht ausreichend, um ELM-Instabilitäten zeitlich aufzulösen. Die Messung zwischen
ELMs ist jedoch möglich, wenn die ELM-Frequenz niedrig genug ist.
L-Mode Plasmen mit und ohne Zusatzheizung können zuverlässig diagnostiziert werden.
Die Zeitauflösung hängt von der Strahlintensität und der Plasmadichte ab und kann bei
optimalen Bedingungen bis zu 100 ms betragen. Es wurde gezeigt, dass durch Zugabe
von Helium in geringen Mengen das Signal-zu-Rausch Verhältnis verbessert werden kann.
Ergebnisse aus L-Mode Plasmen mit Elektronenheizung zeigen, dass sich Ionentemper-
aturen am Rand erheblich von den Elektronentemperaturen unterscheiden können. Für
die Validierung der neuen Messungen wurden Vergleiche mit Daten bereits in Betrieb
befindlicher Diagnostiken vorgenommen. Messungen in neutralstrahl-geheizten L-Mode
und H-Mode Plasmen stimmen mit den Messwerten einer ähnlichen Diagnostik, die die
Heizstrahlen für den Ladungsaustausch benutzt, im Bereich, in dem sich beide Diag-
nostiken überlappen, überein. Sie können daher kombiniert werden, um ein komplettes
Ionentemperaturprofil über den gesamten Plasmaradius zu erhalten. Als eine erste An-
wendung wurden mit Hilfe von Modellrechnungen Randtransportkoeffizienten für ein
ohmsches Plasma ermittelt.
Am Tokamak ASDEX Upgrade wurde eine neue Diagnostik zur Messung von Ionen-
temperaturen am Rand von magnetisch eingeschlossenen Fusionsplasmen in Betrieb
genommen. Die Ergebnisse tragen wesentlich zum besseren Verständnis von Trans-
portvorgängen im Plasma bei.
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This thesis work investigates the measurement of ion temperatures at the edge of a magnet-
ically confined plasma used for fusion research at the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak operated by
Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik in Garching.
The tokamak is the most advanced concept in toroidal magnetic confinement fusion. The H-
mode plasma regime, default scenario of the next step experiment ITER, is characterized by
an edge transport barrier, which is not yet fully explained by theory. Experimentally measured
edge ion temperature profiles will help to test and develop models for these barriers. Transport
theory on a basic level is introduced as background and motivation for the new diagnostic. The
standard model for an edge plasma instability named ”edge localized mode” (ELM) observed
in H-mode is described.
The implementation of a new diagnostic for ion temperature measurements with high spatial
resolution in the plasma edge region, its commissioning and the validation of the measurements
comprises the main part of this work. The emission of line radiation induced by charge ex-
change processes between lithium atoms injected by a beam source and fully ionized impurities
(C6+, He2+) is observed with a detection system consisting of spectrometers and fast cameras.
Due to the narrow beam (1 cm) and closely staggered optical fibers (6 mm), unprecedented
spatial resolution of edge ion temperatures in all major plasma regimes of the ASDEX Up-
grade tokamak was achieved. The spectral width of the line radiation (He ii at 468.5 nm and
C vi at 529.0 nm) contains information about the local ion temperature from thermal Doppler-
broadening, which is the dominant broadening mechanism for these lines. The charge-exchange
contribution to the total line radiation locally generated by the lithium is determined by gating
the beam. Fitting a Gaussian model function to the local line radiation results in absolute line
widths which can be directly converted into a temperature. The equilibration of impurities
with the main plasma is fast enough that the assumption of nearly identical temperatures as
the main plasma is justified. Corrections for systematic line broadening effects from collisional
mixing and Zeeman broadening are incorporated by model calculations using existing routines
for the involved atomic physics. Time resolution of the diagnostic is still not sufficient to
resolve ELM events, but measuring between ELMs is possible if their frequency is low.
L-mode plasmas with and without additional heating can be reliably diagnosed with a time
resolution depending on the lithium beam intensity and plasma density, in best cases down to
100 ms. It was shown that diagnostic He puffing can be used to enhance the signal-to-noise
ratio. Results from L-mode plasmas with electron heating show that ion temperatures can
be significantly different from electron temperatures at the edge. For the verification of the
new ion temperatures, comparison with data from already established diagnostics was done.
In neutral beam heated L-mode and various H-mode plasmas the ion temperatures agree with
those from a similar diagnostic measuring in the core using heating beams where both diag-
nostics overlap. They can be combined to form a complete ion temperature profile over the
whole plasma radius. In a first application, transport coefficients have been determined by
interpretative modeling for an ohmic plasma.
In summary, a new method for measuring ion temperatures in the edge of a magnetically con-
fined fusion plasma has been established. The results provide an important input to further
understanding of transport in these plasmas.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Nuclear fusion as an energy source
Nuclear fusion is slowly but steadily gaining interest as a potential solution to the earth’s
energy problem. As economically developing countries, like China and India, continue
to consume increasing amounts of energy, the basic supply of energy will become one of
the major issues worldwide in the near future.
Fusion power, the energy source with the advantage of an abundant fuel supply and the
absence of greenhouse gas emission, is about to take a major step forward with ITER1.
This is an ambitious international research project, whose ”mission is to demonstrate
the scientific and technological feasibility of fusion energy for peaceful purposes.” [1].
This project will advance the effort to produce clean, safe, renewable, economical and
commercially available fusion energy in the second half of this century.
The basis for fusion energy are nuclear fusion reactions between light elements, such as
the hydrogen isotopes deuterium and tritium. In order to fuse particles, their nuclei need
to overcome the repulsive Coulomb force. A simple colliding beam setup is unsuitable
for this purpose due to the high cross section of elastic collisions compared to the fusion
reaction cross section (at relevant energies σCoulomb/σfusion ≥ 50). The solution is to
confine the particles long enough in a thermalized plasma with high temperature so that
a sufficient rate of fusion reactions compensates losses due to other processes. The most
interesting fusion reaction (see Figure 1.1) is:
2
1D +
3
1 T −→ 42He +10 n + 17.6 MeV (1.1)
as it has the highest cross section at a center-of-mass energy of only about 65 keV [2].
Because of the high energy tail of a thermal velocity distribution, the relevant rate
coefficient 〈σv〉 is close to its maximum already at a temperature2 T ≥ 10 keV. At
such temperatures atoms separate into ions and electrons. The resulting ionized gas
is called a plasma. Movement of its charged particles constitute electric currents and
can be influenced by magnetic fields because of the Lorentz force ~FL = Ze~v × ~B (Z
being the ionization state, e the elementary charge, ~B the magnetic field). They gyrate
around field lines with a gyro-radius ρ = mv⊥(ZeB)
−1 (m is the mass) while moving
1ITER: International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
2In high temperature plasma physics, temperatures are given in energy units, thus 1 eV≈11400 K
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Figure 1.1: Deuterium and tritium collide in a fusion reaction to produce helium while releasing
a neutron. The net energy gain of 17.6 MeV is released as kinetic energy distributed between
the two end products.
freely parallel to the field. This is utilized to confine plasmas magnetically. A toroidal
topology for the field has been most successful for keeping the particles bound because
of the avoidance of end losses by closing the surfaces formed by magnetic field lines. The
geometry of the torus is characterized by the major radius R and the minor radius r.
The plasma shape is typically elongated vertically but the horizontal distance from the
plasma center (magnetic axis) to the edge is still referred to as minor radius.
Without an additional poloidal field component, magnetic confinement in the toroidal
chamber would not be possible. The topology of the torus leads to a gradient in the
toroidal magnetic field, which creates a ~B×∇ ~B drift separating ions and electrons. The
resulting electric field interacts with the toroidal magnetic field to create an outward
directed ~E × ~B drift on both ions and electrons, which destroys the confinement. The
additional poloidal field component winds the field lines around the toroidal plasma
column so that the particles on a specific field line spend part of their time on the
low field side drifting away from the center and the other time on the high field side
drifting towards the center of the plasma, keeping their radial position on average [2]
(see Figure 1.2).
1.2 The tokamak
The most advanced toroidal magnetic confinement principle is the tokamak (tokamak is
an abbreviation from the Russian expression for toroidal chamber with magnetic field).
2
1.2 The tokamak
Figure 1.2: Nested magnetic surfaces with bent magnetic field lines. Positions A and B indicate
the particle drifts which are opposite to each other depending on the position relative to the
center.
A comprehensive overview can be found in [3]. The tokamak is characterized by an ohmic
transformer coil that induces a plasma current Ip (see Figure 1.3) which provides the
required poloidal magnetic field. The stellarator, which generates all fields externally, is
an alternative, nonaxisymmetric toroidal magnetic confinement device (see e.g. [4]), but
not further discussed here.
The induced current heats the plasma resistively and provides the first step towards
reaching fusion relevant temperatures. However, this heating method is not sufficient on
its own, due to an adverse temperature dependence of the resistivity ξ (ξ ∝ T−3/2 [5]).
At ASDEX Upgrade3, additional heating is achieved [6] by means of wave heating (ion
and electron cyclotron resonance heating, ICRH and ECRH) and neutral beam injection
(NBI), which transfers kinetic energy of injected particles (H or D) to the plasma by
collisions.
The helical configuration of field lines leads to the formation of magnetic surfaces which
are nested inside each other (see Figure 1.2). The particle mobility along field lines is
very high and the heat conductivity κ is several orders of magnitude higher parallel to the
field than perpendicular to it (see also Section 2.3.2). Therefore, toroidal symmetry as
well as fast equilibration of plasma properties in the poloidal direction on the magnetic
surfaces are typically assumed. The average field line geometry on a given surface is
described by the so-called safety factor q. Rational values of q give rise to macroscopic
3ASDEX Upgrade = Successor to ASDEX (Axial Symmetric Divertor EXperiment, fusion research
facility near Garching bei München, Germany), see also Appendix B
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Figure 1.3: Schematic picture of a tokamak: Toroidal field coils produce the main toroidal
field, while the transformer induced plasma current adds a poloidal field component. Magnetic
field lines are helically wound and form magnetic surfaces.
instabilities. Its definition is [3]:
q =
1
2π
∮
1
R
Bt
Bp
ds (1.2)
where the integration is over a single poloidal circuit around the flux surface (Bt and
Bp are the toroidal and poloidal field components). A value of q = b/d means that a
field line on the corresponding surface needs b toroidal loops until d poloidal rotations
are completed. In a conventional tokamak scenario, q is & 1 in the center and rises
monotonically to a value of 3-6 at the edge of the plasma, the exact value depending on
total plasma current and magnetic field.
The ASDEX Upgrade tokamak was designed with additional coils producing a magnetic
divertor configuration [7]. They create a magnetic X-point that defines the last closed
magnetic surface without wall contact, which is called separatrix. The open field lines
outside the separatrix form the scrape-off layer (SOL). They are intersected by target
plates, which are placed away from the main chamber in order to keep sputtered impu-
rities from entering the plasma. Figure 1.4 shows a cross-section of an ASDEX Upgrade
H-mode plasma explaining some key features and showing schematic radial profiles of
temperature and density.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic cross-section of the
ASDEX Upgrade reactor with magnetic surfaces
(dashed lines). (a) core plasma, (b) pedestal top
in temperature and density, (c) last closed mag-
netic surface, also called separatrix, (d) magnetic
X-point, (e) scrape-off layer (SOL), (f) divertor
region.
In order to run a fusion reactor in
such a tokamak configuration, losses
from particle transport, convective and
conductive heat transport perpendicu-
lar to the field and radiation (line ra-
diation and Bremsstrahlung) must be
compensated by the fusion reaction’s en-
ergy release. Temperatures of about
15 keV and densities n ≥ 1 · 1020 m−3
will be sufficient for reaching high fu-
sion rates. An important figure of
merit for the quality of the confine-
ment is the energy confinement time
τE = Wplasma/Pheat, auxiliary. The Law-
son criterion includes realistic estimates
for the losses and conversion efficiencies
and predicts ”break-even” (where the
auxiliary heating power equals the total
fusion power, i.e. fusion gain Q=1) for
nτE & 6 · 1019sm−3 at T = 15 − 20 keV.
”Ignition” (Q → ∞) occurs when heat-
ing by fusion-born alpha particles which
carry 1/5 of the released energy compen-
sates all losses and the plasma energy
is self-sustained without external heat-
ing.
The H-mode (high confinement mode)
is a plasma regime at conditions com-
patible with a future reactor. It was
identified 20 years ago at ASDEX [8]
and is now extensively studied and de-
veloped further at ASDEX Upgrade and
many other fusion experiments world-
wide. It is the reference scenario for
the planned international tokamak ex-
periment ITER [9]. The confinement of
the H-mode crucially depends on the good thermal insulation at the edge, which mani-
fests itself in the so-called pedestal observed in radial profiles of density and temperature
(compare with Figure 1.4, (b)). Simulations of the core plasma predict that the ITER
design value for a fusion gain of Q = 10 can be achieved, if the ion temperature at
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the pedestal top reaches about 4 keV [10]. The physics behind the formation of the
barrier, however, and the remaining particle and energy transport through it are still
not understood despite considerable effort [11]. Empirical scaling laws based on linear
regression are used instead to extrapolate to reactor-size experiments. Whether or not
results in present machines indeed extrapolate to ITER can only be verified when the
underlying physics are qualitatively and quantitatively understood.
In order to advance theoretical understanding of H-mode edge plasmas, accurate pro-
files with spatial resolution below 1 cm for all relevant properties are necessary. While
electron temperatures and densities are routinely available from Thomson scattering of
laser light on free electrons [12], edge ion temperatures are not available to the required
accuracy in most machines. For specific exploration of the edge region, ion temperature
measurements with sufficient spatial resolution to cross-check models based on the local
ion temperature or the ion-temperature gradient are indispensable.
1.4 Contents of this work
This work was aimed at realizing edge ion temperature measurements with sufficient
radial resolution at ASDEX Upgrade by means of charge exchange recombination spec-
troscopy (CXRS) using a diagnostic lithium beam. In Chapter 2, the need for accurate
edge ion temperature measurements is explained by summarizing some questions in toka-
mak theory which cannot be verified without this experimental data. It presents the
H-mode, the default plasma scenario for ITER, and outlines not fully understood issues
about this plasma regime, thus motivating the diagnostic extension.
Data from existing diagnostics were used to compare to and combine with the Li-beam
CXRS measurements. Brief descriptions of the diagnostics used for that purpose are
given in Chapter 3. A procedure with the necessary steps to construct the best possible
density and temperature profiles for detailed investigations and modeling is also ex-
plained there. The principle and the implementation of the new diagnostic is described
in Chapter 4. The lithium beam is a standard tool for electron density measurements
at ASDEX Upgrade and the extension to also use it for determining accurate edge ion
temperatures comprises the main part of this work. The comparison of newly acquired
measurements to data of already existing diagnostics serves mainly as a validation of
the new diagnostic.
Chapter 5 shows exemplary measurements with the lithium beam edge ion tempera-
ture diagnostic in pure ohmic plasmas, auxiliary heated low confinement (L-mode), high
confinement (H-mode) and quiescent high confinement (QH-mode) plasmas. It also con-
tains an empirical characterization of electron heated plasmas and first results from edge
plasma modeling which makes use of the newly available ion temperature measurements.
Chapter 6 summarizes the results.
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2.1 Scaling of energy confinement time
In order to sustain thermonuclear reactions, it is important to maintain the plasma
stored energy W =
∫
3
2
(neTe + niTi)d
3x (ne, ni being the density of electrons and ions).
In stationary conditions (dW/dt=0), the power loss rate of PL = W/τE is compensated
by total plasma heating, hence the definition of energy confinement time (compare with
Chapter 1). The needed heating power, together with the integrated plasma energy, pro-
vides the means of experimentally measuring the confinement time, which characterizes
on a global scale the energy transport in the plasma.
Without any plasma turbulence or instabilities, τE would be solely determined by col-
lisional and radiative losses and could in principle be calculated. However, it is found
that in present machines the transport is usually due to gradient driven turbulence (de-
scribed later in more detail). Therefore, in the absence of good theoretical understanding
of confinement, empirical methods and scaling laws derived using statistics are applied
to predict the dependence of the confinement time on the relevant parameters. Using
the acquired information, key parameters (such as current or magnetic field) can be
identified and global performance optimized.
Scaling laws are often based on operational and engineering parameters such as Ip, B,
R or r. However, in order to extrapolate to future devices, a dimensionless approach is
advocated. Normalized variables (e.g. normalized gyro-radius ρ∗ = ρ/a, a = rseparatrix)
are needed in order to catch the underlying mechanisms that govern confinement from
the physics point of view. This puts certain constraints on the functional dependence [3],
which depend on the exact theory. The ITER scaling laws satisfy the Kadomtsev con-
straints [13] at least approximately. Figure 2.1 shows the empirical multi-machine scaling
of global energy confinement time of H-mode plasmas for ITER.
2.2 Plasma regimes
2.2.1 Ohmic and auxiliary heated L-mode plasmas
In order to sustain a plasma in a magnetic confinement device, energy losses through
convective and conductive heat transport and radiation must be compensated. At low
7
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of H-mode thermal energy confinement time, as measured by different
facilities, with the empirical scaling for data from the ITER H-mode database version DB3
(Source: [14]). The expected value for ITER dimensions is plotted in the top right corner.
tokamak temperatures, resistivity leads to substantial heating [3]. The typical amount
of total ohmic heating power in ASDEX Upgrade plasmas is about 1 MW due to a
plasma current of Ip = 1 MA and a transformer induced loop voltage of Uloop = 1 V.
When temperatures are increased to fusion relevant levels, the ohmic heating power de-
creases because the plasma resistivity ζ is proportional to T−3/2. Therefore auxiliary
heating methods (e.g. electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH), ion cyclotron res-
onance heating (ICRH), neutral beam injection (NBI)) are needed. When such heating
is applied, the plasma switches into a different mode of operation, the low confinement
mode or L-mode. The name was adopted when experiments showed a reduced energy
confinement compared to purely current heated ”ohmic plasmas”. The empirical scal-
ing [3] shows τE ∝ IpR1.75a−0.37P−0.5. Most notable is the loss of confinement with added
heating power P , which does not favorably extrapolate to an economically competitive
fusion reactor.
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2.2.2 H-mode plasmas
During neutral beam heating experiments on the ASDEX tokamak, it was discovered
that when the NBI heating power exceeds a threshold, which dominantly depends on
plasma density and magnetic field, there is a sharp transition into a different confinement
regime [8]. This regime improves confinement times by about a factor of two over L-
mode scaling. This gain reduces the necessary size of a future reactor significantly. Other
heating methods were later found to trigger a transition at a similar power level. The
plasma regime is called high confinement mode (H-mode). An early scaling law for the
H-mode confinement time was τE,thermal ∝ I1.06p R1.9a−0.11n0.17B0.32P−0.67 [3].
The H-mode’s confinement improvement originates near the edge, where large radial
gradients in density and temperature are observed after the transition. The pedestal
top (see also Figure 3.1) marks the transition zone from steep to less steep gradients of
the core plasma. Its exact radial position can be different for temperature and density
profiles. Between the pedestal top and the separatrix a reduced level of particle and
heat transport perpendicular to the field (an edge transport barrier) leads to the steep
gradients.
A variety of theories exist for the creation of transport barriers in the plasma [15], but
none of them are conclusive. The transition to the H-mode regime (called the L-H
transition) is under investigation and many theories have been proposed [11]. Among
other effects, the local ion temperature or the ion temperature gradient is predicted
to play an important role in the access to enhanced edge confinement. The access to
and the sustainment of H-mode with its edge transport barrier is directly linked to the
question of transport across the pedestal region before and after the transition, so a
close look at plasma transport in this narrow edge layer is necessary.
2.3 Transport in a magnetized plasma
2.3.1 Random walk process
The approximate magnitude of a diffusive transport process can be estimated by a
random walk argument which results in a diffusion coefficient, D, derived from a char-
acteristic step size and time step:
D ∝ (step size)
2
time step
(2.1)
The right order of magnitude of plasma transport processes can then be determined by
using the right step size and time step. In collisional theories, the relevant time step is
always a collision time between the participating species, the correct step size depends
9
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on the particular type of transport.
Owing to the gyrating orbits of particles in a magnetic field, transport parallel and
perpendicular to the field is strongly different. Applying the random walk argument,
the step size parallel to the field is related to the mean free path, which is given by the
thermal velocity vth times the collision time τc, e.g. electrons at 100 eV and a density
of 2 · 1019m−3 have a step size of ∆x = λmfp ≈ 4.25 m. The step size perpendicular to
the field, however, is given by the Larmor radius and under the same conditions (and a
field B = 2 T) is less than 2 · 10−5 m for electrons and about 1 mm for deuterium ions.
Since the step size enters quadratically and time steps are the same, parallel transport
typically exceeds perpendicular transport by several orders of magnitude.
2.3.2 Tokamak edge transport and transport coefficients
The transport at the plasma edge of divertor tokamaks is influenced by presence of a
separatrix [16] which causes a rapid change in the fluxes parallel to the magnetic field
due to the intersection of field lines outside the separatrix with walls. This generates
large parallel gradients and fluxes (e.g. electron heat flux Qe,‖ ∝ T 5/2e ∇‖Te), which
quickly drain particles and energy to the targets resulting in a rather narrow scrape-off
layer. Clearly, an at least two-dimensional description is required for proper theoretical
treatment. On magnetic surfaces, which are closed within the tokamak, the high parallel
heat conductivity κ‖ leads only to a rapid equilibration of temperature and density which
makes a one-dimensional description sufficient due to practically constant properties
parallel to the field. Since parallel transport is thus well described by classical collisional
theory, all further references to transport will focus on transport perpendicular to the
magnetic field.
Classical diffusive cross-field transport cannot explain the experimentally determined
fluxes of energy and particles in tokamak experiments. A substantial body of theory
exists for the description of the more complex collisional transport in a magnetized
torus, referred to as ”neoclassical transport” [17]. This theory correctly accounts for field
curvature and for the enhanced transport due to trapped particles (described later in
more detail) but the high level of transport in current fusion devices cannot be explained
by this theory.
For the empirical calculation of local transport a transport equation which relates the
observed particle fluxes Γj and heat fluxes Qj to the gradients of electron density, ion
and electron temperature by means of the transport matrix Aij, is postulated:
(Γ, Q)j = Aij∇(n, T ) + Cjf(n, T ) (2.2)
The diagonal elements of the transport matrix provide the diffusive contribution, typi-
cally referred to as diffusion coefficient D and heat transport coefficient χ, which replaces
the classical heat conductivity κ⊥ (≡ nχ) for cross-field transport. In contrast to neo-
classical theory, little is known a priori about the transport matrix in case of anomalous,
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turbulent transport. Therefore, for simplicity, off-diagonal terms, specifically in the
particle transport equation, are often not explicitly written but replaced by vne to ac-
count for convective contributions to the fluxes. A subset of the transport equations, in
particular the equations for particle transport and heat transport (without convection)
is:
Γe,i = −D
dne
dr
+ vne (2.3)
Qe = −nχe
dTe
dr
(2.4)
Qi = −nχi
dTi
dr
(2.5)
The momentum transport equations which are part of the full set are not of impor-
tance in this work and thus omitted. Within this formalism, transport coefficients can
be both measured experimentally and calculated from equations based on theoretical
models. The comparison is then as straightforward as possible. It is desirable to even-
tually calculate the coefficients from first principles and thus completely understand the
underlying physics. Since a complete description encompasses a huge phase space (e.g.
machine size: 1 m, electron gyro-radius: 10−5 m) even the largest computers cannot yet
cope with all physics simultaneously. At the moment only experimental determination
and theoretical approximations using certain simplifications are possible. For both cases,
however, accurate ion temperature profile measurements are desired.
Transport times
From transport coefficients, in general, a typical ”transport timescale” can be inferred
by making an estimate about the length-scales involved. The gradients are providing
the drive for transport, hence the density and temperature gradient lengths, defined by
Ln =
n
∇n (2.6)
LT =
T
∇T (2.7)
are key quantities. With a given particle diffusion coefficient D or heat conduction
coefficient χ, the transport times over a gradient length are then defined as:
τn,transp =
L2n
D
(2.8)
τT,transp =
L2T
χ
(2.9)
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As long as heat exchange times of the main plasma ions are smaller than the transport
times, a local Maxwellian velocity distribution will be a good approximation and the
definition of a local temperature is reasonable. This must in principle be checked on an
individual basis and has been found to be valid for ASDEX Upgrade plasmas. In the
following, the above-mentioned types of cross-field transport will be described in more
detail.
2.3.3 Classical transport
While heat and momentum transport is usually dominated by the shortest relevant col-
lision time and the largest step size, particles are only transported by collisions between
unlike particles, such as electrons and ions. Due to inherent ambipolarity because of
the momentum conservation, that type of transport proceeds at the smaller step size of
the electrons. Total heat and momentum fluxes are sometimes subdivided into the ”ion
channel” and the ”electron channel”, since they are governed by respective like particle
collisions, at least in the case of ions (larger gyro-radius than electrons).
In this classical picture, which is strictly valid only in cylindrical geometry, the ion
particle, electron heat and particle cross-field transport have a diffusion coefficient
D, κ ∝ ρ2e / τc, where τc is the relevant collision time. Ion heat transport is described by
the ion Larmor radius ρi as the step size. Collision times depend on temperature and
are proportional to the square root of the colliding species’ mass. Diffusion coefficients
derived from this picture (excluding the trivial dependence on magnetic field (∝ B−2))
are therefore:
Cross-field Transport depends on
Electron and ion particle τei, ρe D ∝
(
me
mi
)(
me
Te
)1/2
(2.10)
Electron heat τe, ρe χe ∝
(
me
Te
)1/2
(2.11)
Ion heat τi, ρi χi ∝
(
mi
Ti
)1/2
(2.12)
2.3.4 Neoclassical transport
The collisional transport in toroidally confined plasmas is significantly different from the
one in cylindrical geometry and therefore called neoclassical transport [17]. The level of
neoclassical transport forms the lower limit of cross-field transport in a tokamak. While
neoclassical theory is still being refined, most issues have been resolved and some are
presented in the following.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic poloidal projection of passing (left) and trapped (right) charged particle
orbits in a tokamak. Magnetic surfaces are indicated with dotted lines. The particles experience
a vertical drift dependent upon their velocity parallel to the magnetic field.
In addition to the increase of the diffusive part by the Pfirsch-Schlüter factor [18], trans-
port is enhanced due to trapped particles. Particles can become trapped on the outer
side of the torus by the magnetic mirror formed as a result of the poloidal variation
of the magnetic field. Particles with sufficiently large velocity parallel to the magnetic
field do not become trapped and are referred to as passing particles (see Figure 2.2, left).
Trapped particles travel on ”banana orbits”, which get their name from the poloidal pro-
jection of their guiding center1 motion, which looks like a banana (see Figure 2.2, right).
Using the random walk argument from above, the effective step size for particles on ba-
nana orbits is increased from the gyro-radius, ρ, to the banana width wb ∝ q
√
(R/r)ρ,
therefore a larger transport due to collisions is expected. The exact amount depends
on the fraction of trapped particles and on the number of collisions per banana bounce
period. A more thorough discussion can be found in [19].
The dimensionless collisionality parameter
ν∗ =
Rq
τevth
(2.13)
distinguishes three different plasma transport regimes. When the collision time for the
majority of particles is longer than the time to complete a full banana orbit which is
the case for ν∗ < (r/R)3/2, the transport is dominated by trapped particles and the
plasma is said to be in the ”banana regime”. At high enough collisionality (ν∗ > 1),
particles are constantly de-trapped by scattering in velocity space and the plasma is said
1Guiding center: gyro-orbit averaged center-of-mass of a gyrating particle.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic overview of transport regimes, defined by neoclassical theory. Simplified
regime transitions happen at threshold values of the dimensionless collisionality parameter.
The classical diffusion coefficient for a mono-energetic particle is included for comparison.
to be in the ”Pfirsch-Schlüter regime” or simply the plasma is collisional. The plateau
regime designates the region in collisionality space where neither the trapped particles
nor the passing particles but slowly circulating particles are dominantly determining the
collisional transport [3]. Figure 2.3 shows schematically the regime transitions and the
resulting neoclassical particle diffusion coefficient Dneo.
Since the exact calculation of the neoclassical transport level is not straightforward,
computer codes and simplifications with corrections for special cases are used to compare
the coefficients to the experimentally measured ones. While D may approach neoclassical
levels in the core, it is clearly anomalous at the edge by about the same factor as
electron heat transport, which exceeds the neoclassical prediction by orders of magnitude
(χe,exp. ≈ 102 χe,neo). Ion heat transport is typically closest to the neoclassical values
(χi,exp. ≈ 1 − 10 χi,neo).
These numbers indicate that collisional transport, even with the neoclassical corrections,
is not sufficient to explain the experimental heat and particle fluxes in fusion plasmas.
The identification of processes that explain this ”anomalous” part of the heat and particle
fluxes is an active field of research.
2.3.5 Anomalous transport and turbulence
Tokamak transport in the L-mode regime is generally anomalous, a fact attributed to
turbulent transport by large-scale turbulence and micro-instabilities. Turbulent fluctu-
ations create radial correlations which effectively increase the step size in the random
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walk analogy by a significant factor and thus drive higher fluxes.
After an H-mode is attained and the edge transport barrier formed, the level of fluc-
tuations at the edge drops significantly in a broad frequency range but there is still
significant anomalous transport across the barrier, at least in the electron channel. For
this case it is generally accepted that ”plasma transport across the magnetic field is
largely controlled by low-frequency drift-wave fluctuations” [20].
One of the more prominent examples of drift-wave turbulence is the so-called ion tem-
perature gradient (ITG) or ηi-mode (ηi = Ln/LTi). It is the most important instability
with respect to ion thermal confinement in fusion plasmas and excited when LTi exceeds
a critical value, which was successfully used to explain stiff core ion temperature profiles2
as observed in ASDEX Upgrade H-mode plasma discharges [21]. While the necessity
for accurate ion temperature profiles is already obvious from this short discussion, it is
further emphasized in the following.
2.4 Edge transport barrier and L-H transition
As mentioned above, the ion temperature at the top of the pedestal provides the bound-
ary condition from which the core profile can be directly determined under certain con-
ditions. Under these conditions, higher pedestal temperatures translate directly into a
higher plasma temperature in the center. It is therefore of great importance to better
understand the particle and heat transport barriers that generate the pedestal. This re-
quires knowledge of all relevant plasma properties to test existing or develop new models
of the plasma edge region. One of the first theories about the L-H transition postulated
an edge stabilization by enhanced radial electric fields due to ion orbit losses [22]. Since
these orbit losses depend on collisionality (ν∗ ∝ 1/vth), the implicit dependence on ion
temperature is obvious. Ti could indeed be a key parameter for triggering the L-H tran-
sition, experimental evidence was recently seen on JET3 [23]. Qualitatively, the change
of electric fields as postulated by the theory could already be confirmed by Doppler
reflectometry measurements at ASDEX Upgrade [24]. Since the poloidal flow due to
~Er × ~B shear strongly stabilizes the ITG mode and reduces the radial correlation length
of large-scale turbulence, it is a promising theory to explain the L-H transition, at least
in parts.
Testing of critical gradient models (such as the ITG mode) depends on the knowledge of
ion temperature gradients. Threshold criteria need to be compared with experimentally
measured gradients to identify the L-H transition onset as well as to identify which in-
stabilities determine the height of the pedestal and the width of the barrier. For these
investigations, edge ion temperature gradients must be measured with high enough ac-
curacy to improve upon the currently used models, which usually assume Te ≈ Ti.
2Stiff Ti profile: Core Ti-profile determined by Ti at the pedestal due to fixed gradient length LTi
3JET: Joint European Torus, Culham, UK
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2.4.1 Continuous transport across the edge barrier
While access to the H-mode is one important step towards a successful reactor grade
experiment, it is also necessary to look at ways to keep a plasma in this favorable mode
of operation while at the same time substituting the produced ash (helium) with new
fuel (deuterium). A certain amount of transport needs to be maintained and controlled.
Part of the fluxes are given by the irreducible neoclassical transport due to collisions,
but additional transport due to effects related to edge instabilities also plays a role.
In order to determine the different (neoclassical, anomalous) contributions to the trans-
port across the barrier, again, radial profile measurements of densities and temperatures
are required. The gradients determine most of the drive for collisional transport and at
the same time determine the onset level of micro-instabilities which can be compared to
theoretical models.
When impurities (including the helium ash in a future reactor) are not removed from
the plasma due to too low edge transport, impurity accumulation and eventually loss of
confinement due to a radiative collapse of the plasma can occur.
2.4.2 Critical gradients and ELM transport
Low transport in the edge barrier region will typically steepen gradients of density and
temperature to levels where magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) stability limits are exceeded.
At the edge, the most important threshold is that for the onset of ideal ballooning modes
with a high mode number, which are a type of ideal4 MHD-instability predicted to grow
once a critical edge pressure gradient is exceeded. Then, instabilities can develop and
generate high transport on very short timescales. The typical event is a so-called edge
localized mode (ELM), which leads to a burst-like expulsion of particles and energy from
the pedestal while relaxing the pressure gradient. In the standard model of an ELM, a
pressure driven ballooning type instability puts a limit on the pressure gradient until the
bootstrap current, also driven by the pressure gradient5, becomes effective and triggers
a peeling mode instability, finally resulting in a crash of edge pressure gradient and edge
current. Figure 2.4 provides a schematic picture of the situation. The authors of the
theory [25] thus call the ELM a radially localized, coupled peeling-ballooning mode.
The ELM itself contributes significantly to the transport of particles and energy across
the separatrix. Typical ELMs reduce the global energy confinement by about 10-20%
on average. The ELM is interesting in itself because of the high energy fluxes to the
divertor, which are an important issue for the divertor target plate design [26]. It is
also of interest to quantify the remaining transport between ELMs to gain insight into
4Ideal MHD: plasma resistivity → 0.
5In the banana regime, there is a current contribution due to the enhanced diffusion (banana orbits)
which scales as jb ∝ − 1Bp
dp
dr
and is known as the bootstrap current [3].
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Figure 2.4: Plasma parameter evolution during ELM cycle (dashed curve) relative to edge
MHD stability boundary (full curve): edge pressure gradient rises up to ballooning limit (1),
which restricts further increase; edge current rises due to ohmic and bootstrap currents (2)
up to top corner of stability boundary; plasma instability flushes out pressure, enhancing the
instability and resulting in a crash of the edge pressure gradient and current (3), which is
interpreted as the ELM crash. The cycle repeats with further heating (source: [25]).
the physics that leads to the crashes and insight into the transport through the edge
barrier [27]. Whether ELMs can be controlled or completely avoided is an important
issue for ITER.
Comprehensively understanding the edge plasma is not possible without accurate mea-
surements of all relevant plasma properties. This includes information about edge ion
temperatures and this work addresses the experimental means of obtaining these profiles.
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3 Pedestal profiles
3.1 Introduction
The prevalent feature of the high confinement H-mode regime routinely obtained in diver-
tor tokamaks is the so-called edge pedestal, which is clearly observed in one-dimensional
temperature and electron density profiles (see Figure 3.1). As mentioned before, its
formation is typically explained by a transport barrier just inside the separatrix, which
results in the build-up of steep gradients. Further inside the plasma, where transport is
higher, the profiles are flatter. Thus, the pedestal top is experimentally also understood
as the transition zone from edge plasma to core plasma.
The top of the pedestal is the edge boundary of the plasma interior. Core transport
theory has progressed to a point where it is able to predict quite accurately core plasma
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Figure 3.1: Fitted edge profiles of a typical ASDEX Upgrade H-mode plotted versus a normal-
ized poloidal magnetic flux coordinate (plasma center at 0.0, separatrix at 1.0). A pedestal is
observed in both temperature profiles and the electron density profiles separately.
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behavior for given boundary conditions at the pedestal top [21] under a variety of con-
ditions. It is essential to understand the physics that govern the parameters there in
order to properly design a next step experiment. Highly specialized diagnostics are used
at several divertor tokamaks to provide input for a better theoretical understanding of
this region.
In the core plasma of ASDEX Upgrade, electron temperature and density are routinely
measured with high temporal and moderate spatial resolution: 1µs < ∆t < 8ms,
1 cm < ∆r . 4 cm, depending on diagnostic settings. Ion temperatures are typi-
cally available with a resolution: ∆t ≈ 50ms, ∆r ≈ 3 − 4 cm, when neutral heating
beams are used. At the plasma edge, specialized instruments are required to achieve
the spatial resolution (∆r < 1 cm) needed to resolve gradients with sufficient detail,
but only available for electron temperature and density. However, ion temperature mea-
surements are indispensable for benchmarking theoretical models that exist for the edge
plasma, e.g. transport models [28] or theories for the L-H transition [29]. Presented in
this chapter is a selection of the ASDEX Upgrade diagnostics, directly or indirectly used
for cross checks with lithium beam ion temperatures. The three-letter abbreviations
given in the titles of the following sections may be later used to reference these diag-
nostics. In addition, a tool (”AUGPED”, created by L.D. Horton) is described which
allows the combination of data from multiple diagnostics to create best possible profiles
for a given discharge (also known as ”shot” or ”plasma shot”; each discharge is given a
unique number, numbering is sequentially from #1 when the experiment was started to
#19546 as of October 2004).
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Figure 3.2: Toroidal cross section, overview of ASDEX Upgrade: Diagnostics and additional
heating are distributed all around the torus, but the plasma is often described by just one-
dimensional profiles of density and temperature.
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Diagnostic hardware at ASDEX Upgrade is placed at different toroidal positions around
the vessel due to space constraints (Figure 3.2). Toroidal symmetry, however, can be as-
sumed because of rapid transport along field lines (compared to transport perpendicular
to ~B). Since the magnetic field lines form closed surfaces inside the separatrix, a trans-
formation of position to a common coordinate related to the magnetic surfaces allows
to use 1-dimensional profiles of temperatures and densities. In this way, a comparison
of local properties becomes possible. This is described later (Section 3.5) in more detail.
In the following, routinely available diagnostics at ASDEX Upgrade that were used for
validation and comparison are briefly discussed.
3.2 Electron temperature measurements
3.2.1 Thomson scattering (YAG/YAR)
Standard laser scattering measurements at ASDEX Upgrade are based on Thomson
scattering of monochromatic light on free electrons. The geometry is chosen in such
a way that the wave vector k = ki − ks (where subscript i denotes the incident and
s the scattered radiation) satisfies kλD  1 (λD is the Debye-shielding length) and
thus the light is scattered on uncorrelated free electrons. Then, for a thermal velocity
distribution, the scattered power has a Gaussian shape which determines the electron
temperature of the scattering volume.
Thomson-Scattering
YAG-Laser
Channel 1
Channel 16
central position
edge position
Figure 3.3: Thomson scattering system at ASDEX Upgrade. In the central position, profiles
of electron density and temperature are measured over the full plasma radius. In the edge
position, radial coverage is swapped for enhanced radial resolution. Additional plasma shifts
across the fixed laser paths allow high precision edge profile measurements.
ASDEX Upgrade is equipped with a Thomson system [30] featuring vertical laser beams,
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which acquires a full radial profile (∆R ≈ 3−4 cm) every 8.3 ms. The abbreviation used
for this ”core” system is YAG. For special edge investigations, however, the system can
be moved. In the edge setup (YAR), the six laser beams, each 2 mm wide, are launched
vertically through the edge plasma, equally distributed in radial direction over a 15 mm
wide interval. The scattered light is observed through a horizontal port in 16 vertically
separated channels, delivering a radial resolution sufficient to resolve gradients with
millimeter precision. To correct for misalignments, it is common practice to perform
plasma shifts for improving the edge profiles by then possible laser-to-laser calibration.
Pre-programmed plasma movement also helps to increase the observed radial range
including the pedestal top while retaining the high resolution.
3.2.2 Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE)
The ECE diagnostic determines electron temperatures by radiometry of electron cy-
clotron emission from the fusion plasma. Hot electrons in the plasma gyrate around
field lines with cyclotron frequency ωc =
eB
me
, where e is the elementary charge, B the
magnetic field, and me the electron mass.
At the second harmonic of the electron cyclotron frequency, the plasma usually emits
locally like a blackbody source as long as optical thickness is sufficiently high. Then the
intensity of the cyclotron radiation is a direct measure of (electron) temperature. Since
the magnetic field (and consequently the emission frequency f = 2πωc) depends on the
radius, the power spectrum represents a radial electron temperature profile.
The dependence of the spatial location of the measured data on the magnetic field in-
herently makes this diagnostic depend on the magnetic equilibrium reconstruction and
therefore susceptible to misalignment due to equilibrium problems (see also later).
A specific advantage is the high time resolution. Its usefulness in the edge region,
however, is restricted when steep gradients, typically seen in the H-mode regime, are
involved. The observation in that case is a higher apparent temperature compared to
the real electron temperature measured by e.g. the Thomson scattering system. This is
explained by shine-through of radiation from a different radial position [31].
Another problem appears for low density plasmas. In case of finite optical depth the
apparent temperature represents only a lower limit for the actual electron temperature.
For the low-density experiments described in Section 5.2.1, discharges with similar con-
figuration, identical plasma current, density and magnetic field where both Thomson
scattering edge data and ECE measurements are available, were analyzed and good
agreement between the data of both diagnostics is seen. This gives confidence in the
measured ECE temperature profile even for rather low density plasmas.
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3.3 Electron density measurements
3.3.1 Interferometry (DCN)
An important method for electron density measurements is the widely used laser in-
terferometry [32]. At ASDEX Upgrade, a far-infrared laser interferometer is used for
measuring the line integrated electron densities along several horizontal and vertical
lines of sight. The conversion of line integrated data into profile information, however,
requires deconvolution algorithms and is, especially at the edge, affected by reliance on
separate diagnostics. Its data is in this work mainly used as an additional consistency
check for the profiles of electron density measured by profile diagnostics.
3.3.2 Lithium beam (LID)
A routinely used method for measuring electron densities in the edge region of fu-
sion plasmas is the application of lithium beam impact excitation spectroscopy (Li-
IXS) [33]. The method is based on the observation of Li i radiation (Li(2p) → Li(2s) at
λ = 670.8 nm) from neutral lithium atoms injected with an energy of 15-100 keV into
the plasma.
For such a beam, light emission profiles can be modeled including electron impact exci-
tation, ionization and charge exchange processes. A system of coupled linear differential
equations
dNi
dz
=
t
∑
j=1
{ne(z)Gij(Te(z)) + Hij}Nj(z)
(with Ni(z = 0) = δ1i, z is the beam coordinate, Ni occupation in the i-th energy level,
t number of treated energy levels, Gij and Hij cover the excitation and de-excitation
processes in the plasma, Te is the electron temperature) describes the beam composition
(populations in the excited states of Li) sufficiently well to reproduce measured emission
profiles by varying the electron density profile in the process. In ASDEX Upgrade
the time resolution is usually restricted to several milliseconds for one profile due to
insufficient signal-to-noise ratio. The spatial resolution of about 5 mm is determined by
the fiber optics used to transfer the emitted light to the photomultipliers for acquisition
of the emission profile.
3.3.3 Thomson scattering (YAG/YAR)
The dependence of the scattered power on the electron density ne is calculated theoret-
ically and given by:
Ps/Pi = r
2
esin
2(θ)nelS(kF , ω)dω
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where re is the classical electron radius, l is the interaction length and S(k,ω) is Gaussian
for a thermal plasma. This ratio is therefore directly proportional to the electron density
and the Thomson system is able to measure electron densities of the same scattering
volume as electron temperatures. The necessary absolute intensity calibration is done
regularly at ASDEX Upgrade with Raman scattering from nitrogen gas.
Since both temperature and density are measured simultaneously at identical positions,
the Thomson scattering system is specifically suited for electron pressure measurements
(pe ∝ neTe) while being independent of mapping procedures described in section 3.5.
3.4 Ion temperature measurements
3.4.1 Neutral particle analyzer (NPA)
A non-local method of determining ion temperature profiles of a fusion plasma is the
analysis of energy spectra of the naturally occurring neutral particle fluxes. Due to
the nature of the charge exchange process, escaping deuterium atoms carry information
(energy, momentum) about the main plasma ions at the instant of the charge exchange
collision. Their Ti-dependent energy distribution, which is assumed to be Maxwellian
everywhere, is measured with neutral particle analyzers. At ASDEX Upgrade a multi-
channel gas-cell analyzer is used for high energy neutrals (1 keV - 20 keV), while the
low energy particles, especially important for the edge region, are detected by a time-
of-flight spectroscopy system labeled LENA (low energy neutrals analyzer) [34]. By
using a parametrization for the Ti-profile and additional plasma parameters from other
diagnostics, the measured fluxes can be simulated using a Monte-Carlo neutral particle
code [35]. The Ti parameters that define the profile are then varied until the calculated
particle fluxes agree with the measured particle fluxes. This is done with a least squares
fit method. The result is the best estimate for the actual ion temperature profile from
this data. Since the inversion algorithm introduces a large uncertainty in the positioning
of the steep gradient zone and because a strong influence could arise from a potential
high energy tail in the ion distribution function, the method is not accurate enough, by
itself, to determine Ti-profiles in the edge region [36], but can be used for consistency
checks.
3.4.2 Charge exchange with neutral heating beams (CES)
A local measurement of ion temperatures exists for the core plasma, but only in dis-
charges with neutral beam heating. It is based on analogous processes as the edge
diagnostic described in Chapter 4, but the electron donors for the charge exchange re-
combination are the H/D-atoms from the neutral heating beams.
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The captured electrons cause light emission of a Doppler-broadened spectral line. The
assumption of a Maxwellian velocity distribution of the impurity ions allows the direct
calculation of the corresponding temperature. The data is collected using fibre-arrays
and spectrometers with CCD-cameras. The core CES at ASDEX Upgrade was not de-
signed to explore the pedestal region in any detail but provides reliable ion temperature
profiles of the core plasma.
The outermost radial channels typically measure near the steep gradient region. There,
the model for the neutral beam and its geometry plays an important role, since the beam
is large compared to the plasma temperature and density scale lengths. Furthermore,
the separation of passive emission from active charge exchange emission is no longer
possible due to the reduced difference in their temperatures. This effect is enhanced in
the core system which is optimized for high throughput for the central measurements
so that it has poorer spectral resolution than, for instance, the edge lithium beam sys-
tem. An estimate for the outer channels is to ignore the passive signal in the fitting
procedure. This assumption was confirmed experimentally with beam switching tech-
niques and yields reasonable temperature (and density) values for all channels except
the outermost one. In this last channel, the derived ion temperature and density are
above reasonable values. It is possible that light from the core plasma is collected be-
cause of wall reflections. Since these effects have not yet been quantified, data from the
outermost radial channel of the core system are omitted from all plots.
3.4.3 Edge charge exchange with lithium beam (LIT)
The diagnostic descriptions above show that electron temperature and density and ion
temperature are measured with satisfactory detail in the core, but only the electron
properties are available with sufficient accuracy in the edge plasma. The main purpose
of this work is to improve this situation by providing sufficiently accurate edge ion
temperatures in the steep gradient region together with a clear spatial correlation to the
electron temperature as a basis for detailed theoretical analysis.
The experimental approach is to use a narrow, diagnostic neutral beam as a source for
charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) allowing local measurements with
a spatial resolution of about 6 mm as described in Chapter 4.
3.5 Profile reconstruction procedure
The various measurements and diagnostic data are stored in data files (also called ”shot
files”) together with their natural spatial coordinates. For some, these are geometric
coordinates in real space, for others, like reflectometry, there is just one point of refer-
ence with real-space coordinates and the measurements are stored relative to that point
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using a physical description for the distance from the reference point. The ECE has
electron cyclotron frequency as its natural coordinate, which is related to real space via
the spatial magnetic field B distribution as obtained by the plasma equilibrium (see next
section).
When theoretical models are validated against experimental measurements, as much
experimental data as is available is used to check the results. However, since different
diagnostics use different natural coordinates with uncertainties and at the same time
are distributed toroidally around the experiment (as shown in Figure 3.4), a common
coordinate is necessary for both diagnostic cross-checks and simplification of the bench-
marking of theoretical models with experimental measurements.
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Figure 3.4: Toroidal cross section, overview of ASDEX Upgrade: Explicitly drawn are just the
profile diagnostics used for cross-checks with the lithium beam edge ion temperature measure-
ments (plotted in red, sector 9).
In the following, the generalized coordinates of normalized magnetic flux, used to de-
scribe plasmas in arbitrary magnetic configuration, are briefly discussed.
Equilibrium reconstruction and mapping
A comparison of the toroidally distributed diagnostics or complementary measurements
for an improved description of the plasma profile is not possible without some simpli-
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fications. The magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) theory, which uses a fluid description of
the plasma, is used here for that purpose.
In an ideal MHD-equilibrium with zero net force on the plasma everywhere, the plasma
pressure is balanced by the magnetic field, that is:
~j × ~B = ∇p
Along the magnetic field lines, which wind helically around the torus and thus form closed
magnetic surfaces of constant pressure ( ~B · ∇p = 0), the parallel energy and particle
transport is orders of magnitude larger than the perpendicular transport. Therefore,
any imbalance on such a surface is rapidly removed and plasma properties are assumed
constant for all practical purposes. As such, they are only a function of the flux surface
label. A common practical definition, in particular as an edge coordinate, because it is
also defined outside the separatrix, is based on the poloidal magnetic flux per radian Ψ,
which can be written explicitly as
Ψ =
1
2π
R
∫
0
∮
Φ
BpdΦdR
where the integral is essentially a surface integral over the disk formed by a closed
toroidal circuit on a flux surface. Using cylindrical coordinates (R,z,Φ) and assuming
that the plasma is in ideal MHD-equilibrium, the poloidal flux function Ψ(R, z) can be
determined by numerically solving the Grad-Shafranov-Equation [37]
R
∂
∂R
1
R
∂Ψ
∂R
+
∂2Ψ
∂z2
= −µ0R2p′(Ψ) − f(Ψ)f ′(Ψ)
Here f = RBφ = µ0Ipol/(2π), where Ipol is the poloidal current and p
′(Ψ) and ff ′(Ψ)
are functions of Ψ. After Ψ is determined, the flux surfaces are simply defined by
Ψ(R, z) = const. and the poloidal field components are given by:
BR = −
1
R
∂Ψ
∂z
, Bz =
1
R
∂Ψ
∂R
Further simplification is achieved by normalization of the flux to the total magnetic flux
in the confined plasma region, that is, up to the separatrix. The coordinate used on
most profile plots later on is ρpol =
√
Ψ−Ψ0
Ψs−Ψ0
, where Ψ0 is the flux at the magnetic axis
and Ψs is the value of Ψ at the separatrix (last closed flux surface). The square root
is introduced to transform the resulting coordinate, which is about proportional to a
cylindrical volume, to a more linear behavior across the radius. The normalization is
chosen so that ρpol = 0.0 at the magnetic axis and ρpol = 1.0 at the separatrix. The full
solution of this boundary condition problem is done in a complex inversion process [37],
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which is performed for each ASDEX Upgrade discharge.
With the definition of flux surfaces it becomes possible to assign each spatial data point
with the respective natural coordinate its value of normalized magnetic flux. This process
is called ”mapping to flux surfaces”. It is a one-way process, since two-dimensional infor-
mation (height and major radius/magnetic field) is substituted by the one-dimensional
coordinate called ”normalized flux”. While poloidal magnetic flux is also defined outside
the separatrix, on the field lines intersected by walls, considerable gradients may occur
parallel to ~B. This has some implications for modeling, but won’t be discussed in more
detail.
3.6 Improvement of profile comparisons
The Thomson scattering system [12] measures simultaneously electron density and tem-
perature at the plasma edge. The two lithium beam diagnostic systems determine elec-
tron density and ion temperatures on the same flux surfaces, but nearly 180 degrees away
from Thomson in toroidal direction (compare with Figure 3.4). Using electron density
as the common coordinate of the two diagnostics, it becomes possible to compare elec-
tron temperature (from Thomson scattering) and ion temperature (from lithium beam
charge exchange) without the need for a mapping to flux surfaces.
Since the flux surface curvature in the outer midplane region (where both lithium beam
and Thomson edge scattering collect their data) is low and the near vertical flux sur-
faces are rarely affected by equilibrium reconstruction problems, inconsistencies only
occur, if the real space radial coordinates are displaced relative to each other. Such
shifts (. 1 cm) do indeed occur due to diagnostic misalignments or vessel asymmetries,
but this can be corrected for by applying adequate radial shifts before performing the
mapping onto flux surfaces. Corrected profiles in the ρpol coordinate are determined by
radially shifting the electron density profiles (together with the respective temperature
profiles) of both diagnostics relative to each other until the mapped electron density
profiles match. This is easier to do and achieves the same goal. Moreover, it can be
applied also to diagnostics sharing measurement positions, if profile extrapolation or
increased spatial resolution provided by a separate diagnostic is desired. The tool used
for this diagnostic combination procedure at ASDEX Upgrade is AUGPED.
3.6.1 AUGPED
AUGPED is an IDLr based program written for the purpose of determining pedestal
properties by applying a modified hyperbolic tangent fit (see below) to the combined
data of several edge (and core) density and temperature diagnostics. AUGPED reads
the data of many ASDEX Upgrade diagnostics (Te, Ti, ne) along with their natural co-
ordinate. It also uses a selectable magnetic equilibrium and maps data to the common
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coordinate, in general the normalized poloidal magnetic flux radius ρpol. It can do arbi-
trary radial shifts of each individual data set before applying the mapping. The profiles
are always plotted with ρpol, but internally the program uses a real space coordinate on
the outer midplane (unit: m) for the shifts. The shifts are there to improve the resultant
global profile and are based on empirical knowledge of certain diagnostic peculiarities,
mostly calibration errors of a diagnostic’s absolute position. A lot of effort is spent to
track down such systematic errors of diagnostics and AUGPED has been and still is a
successful and appreciated tool for that purpose.
The left plot of Figure 3.5 shows the raw edge density data of the ohmic standard dis-
charge (also used in Chapter 5) without any shifts applied. After fixing the position of
one diagnostic (in this case: YAR at a nominal position of +6 mm) the shift of which
is determined by an additional boundary condition (e.g. separatrix temperature), the
other diagnostics can be aligned using AUGPED. The right plot of Figure 3.5 illustrates
this showing the corrected profiles after the appropriate shifts have been applied. The
temperature profiles (Te for YAR and Ti for the lithium beam system) for this same
discharge have been shifted with the same relative offsets as determined by the density
comparison. The final result for temperatures can be seen in Figure 5.2 in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.5: Unavoidable calibration errors or vessel asymmetries lead to radial offsets of mea-
surements that are quite obvious, but need to be corrected for constructing globally consistent
profiles. In the left figure, the data of LID and YAR measurements without any adjustments
are shown with standard mapping to normalized poloidal flux applied. The right figure in-
cludes correction of +6 mm for YAR and -3 mm for LID, respectively, before mapping to ρpol
is done.
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The data are read based on shot number and time window with the possibility of synchro-
nizing to ELM events. Since certain well diagnosed discharges are identically repeated
for completing the diagnostic information (e.g. Thomson scattering at the edge and in
the core plasma, different impurities for ion temperatures, etc.), an option is given to
load data from different discharges and time windows as well. After the data are read,
they are mapped using the specified equilibrium and displayed awaiting manual correc-
tions. These involve the above mentioned radial shifts, but also exclusion of part of the
data (because of a technical failure affecting only part of a diagnostic, e.g. a single laser
of the Thomson system) and an option of not using a diagnostic at all (e.g. when a
companion discharge with better calibrated data and thus smaller uncertainties exists).
Once the data set is complete, the modified hyperbolic tangent:
F (x) =
a0 + a1
2
+
a1 − a0
2
α1(ξ) e
ξ − α2(ξ) e−ξ
eξ − e−ξ (3.1)
where
ξ(x) =
a2 − x
a3
(3.2)
α1(ξ) = 1 + a4ξ + a5ξ
2 + a6ξ
3 (3.3)
α2(ξ) = 1 + a7ξ + a8ξ
2 + a9ξ
3 (3.4)
adapted from [38], is fitted to the data and displayed on top of the raw data. The specific
choice of the fitting function provides a good match to typical edge profiles and is also
used for international inter-machine comparisons. Most of the plots presenting data and
fitted profiles in Chapter 5 were created using AUGPED.
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Experimental setup and method
Ion temperature measurements based on thermal Doppler-broadening of spectral line
emission can in principle be accomplished in a fully non-perturbing way. However, the
deconvolution of several line integrals leads to uncertainties about the exact location
of the measured temperatures. In order to avoid these problems, local interaction with
laser or particle beams is an appropriate measure. The intersection point of line-of-sight
and beam can be accurately determined and thus reduces the positioning error consid-
erably. Since the beam intensity is low, the resulting plasma perturbation is negligible.
Moreover, chopping the beam allows simple and accurate background subtraction.
4.1 Charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS)
The method of CXRS [39], in this work using a lithium beam, is utilized to measure ion
temperatures of fully stripped carbon and helium. All measurements are based on the
following charge exchange reactions:
Li0 + He2+ −→ Li+ + He+∗
He+∗ −→ He+′ + hν (n = 4 → n = 3, λ = 468.5nm) (4.1)
Li0 + C6+ −→ Li+ + C5+∗
C5+∗ −→ C5+′ + hν (n = 8 → n = 7, λ = 529.0 nm) (4.2)
Carbon is chosen because it is one of the main low-Z impurities in ASDEX Upgrade due
to the wall coverage with graphite tiles. Despite the ambitious tungsten wall program
on ASDEX Upgrade, there are still large carbon sources in the vessel [40]. Furthermore,
Li-C charge exchange cross sections for reactions involving visible line emissions (in
particular C vi) are found to be rather high [41] in comparison to other potentially viable
impurities. Since helium is used for inter-shot glow discharge cleaning, residual amounts
of helium in the order of several percent can be expected in every discharge even without
an external source. At this level, the dominating ion species is still deuterium but helium
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becomes an important alternative to carbon for ion temperature measurements in most
plasma scenarios. Other impurities like boron, oxygen or higher-Z noble gases are less
abundant.
The dominant broadening mechanism for the observed spectral lines is the thermal ion
motion and the corresponding statistical emission of Doppler shifted photons. Assuming
a Maxwellian velocity distribution f(v) where
f(v) ∝ exp
(
− mv
2
2kBTi
)
(4.3)
the spectral intensity distribution I(λ) forms a Gaussian with
I(λ) ∝ exp
(
−(λ − λ0)
2
2ς2
)
(4.4)
and therefore, assuming ∆λ/λ ≈ v/c, its width ς is related to the temperature as:
ς = λ ·
(
kBTi
mc2
)
1
2
(4.5)
If the assumption of a Maxwellian velocity distribution of the light-emitting ions holds,
the derived ion temperature depends only on the width of the measured Gaussian.
Therefore this method is robust against photon flux variations because absolute intensity
calibrations are not required.
4.1.1 Heat exchange between impurities and main plasma
Since the measurement of main plasma ion temperatures is desired, but the presented
method measures ion temperatures of trace impurities, the usual assumption that the
temperatures are similar needs to be justified. When a main plasma temperature is
defined, the particles have assumed a Maxwellian velocity distribution. The relevant time
scale for this is the heat exchange time (also called equipartition time) of a small sample
with the background field ions. The calculation of the characteristic heat exchange time
for two species (i and j) at different temperatures is done by calculating the energy
transfer of a test particle and integrating over the whole distribution. The general
formula [3] is
τ ijEX =
3
√
2π3/2ε20mimj
nje4Z2i Z
2
j ln Λ
(
Ti
mi
+
Tj
mj
)3/2
(4.6)
with m being the mass, Z the ionization state, T the corresponding temperature —
assuming a Maxwellian distribution for both species — and n the particle density. ln Λ
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is the density and temperature dependant Coulomb logarithm, which accounts for the
many small angle collisions, which constitute the dominant contribution to the total
scattering cross section in a fusion plasma.
Assuming an equilibrated background plasma (see also Section 2.3.2) and looking at the
energy equilibration time between test particles or small samples of plasma at a different
temperature with the background, one sees that τ ijEX ∝ mi/Z2i . Using the timescale of
D-D heat exchange, τD,DEX ∝ mD, as a reference, it is apparent that samples of helium
(mHe/Z
2
He = 2mD/(2ZD)
2 = 1
2
τD,DEX ) or carbon (mC/Z
2
C = 6mD/(6ZD)
2 = 1
6
τD,DEX ) equi-
librate on shorter timescales with a given background distribution than deuterium itself.
Unless impurity transport is strongly different from the background particle transport,
the impurities will assume the background temperature earlier than the co-transported
hot or cold deuterium particles.
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Figure 4.1: Heat exchange times from collisions at a density of n = 1019 m−3 for deuterium
(D+), carbon(C6+) and helium (He2+). Unless impurity transport exceeds main plasma
transport substantially, the impurity ions will equilibrate faster with the background than
co-transported deuterium because τEX ∝ m/Z2. Thus, the measured impurity temperature
always reflects the main plasma temperature, if deuterium itself is equilibrated to a Maxwellian
velocity distribution.
Figure 4.1 shows examples for the extreme cases, where heat exchange times have been
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calculated with equation (4.6) using a background of deuterium and samples of deu-
terium, helium and carbon. The results are plotted versus the background temperature.
The faster equilibration of impurities compared to deuterium is immediately obvious
(deuterium at 10 keV, helium at 10 keV). The hypothesis that hot impurities could
flow into cold background regions and falsify the measurements might only apply if the
impurity ion transport is substantially higher than the main ion transport. Considering
the low (compared to measurement times) absolute numbers, this impurity flux would
have to persist during the whole measurement period and thus transfer a substantial
amount of energy to the deuterium ions until a new equilibrium at higher temperature
is established. Carbon is not critical in this respect due to the high Z, and helium trans-
port in the core is observed to be rather low [42]. Problematic fluxes of hot helium ions
are thus not expected, at least not for a not ignited plasma.
Another possible error source are cold impurity atoms penetrating from the SOL into
the gradient zone. While the heat exchange times are short enough to equilibrate the
particles, once they are ionized, a large neutral penetration and fast local ionization may
lead to an impurity temperature below the main plasma temperature. The ionization
time can be estimated from ionization rate coefficients S [43] and the local plasma para-
meters. Assuming n = 3 · 1019 m−3 and Te = 300 eV, τion = 1/(nS(T )) = 10−5 s. From
equation (4.6) one gets τHe,DEX ≈ 6 · 10−5 s for helium at room temperature (≈ 0.05 eV),
which could lead to the unfavorable situation of unequal temperatures. However, ther-
mal helium with a velocity of about 1000 ms−1 does not penetrate far enough because
the He0 → He+ ionization rate is ≥ 10−14 m3 s−1 for Te ≥ 50 eV and thus the pen-
etration depth λp of neutral helium beyond the separatrix, where the typical electron
density is nsep ≈ 2 · 1019 m−3, amounts to λp = vth/(nS) ≤ 1 cm. In H-mode, where the
gradient scale length can be of this order, the higher separatrix temperature (roughly
100 eV) and accordingly higher SOL values keep neutral helium away from closed flux
surfaces.
Finally, transport processes could bring cold ionized helium into the gradient region,
thus making the measurements arguable. Typical particle transport times for steep H-
mode gradients with Ln < 1 cm are potentially of the same order as equilibration times
due to high postulated diffusivities for He at the plasma edge. Since the steep gradients
are typically accompanied by a transport barrier which reduces the diffusion coefficient
D, appropriate numbers for DHe are difficult to estimate. Assuming DHe ≈ 1m2/s as
an upper limit, the transport time calculates to:
τtransp =
L2n
D
=
(0.01m)2
1m2s−1
= 10−4 s & τHe,DEX (4.7)
The equilibration will therefore likely be fast enough to justify the assumption of THe =
TD even under H-mode conditions, but caution is necessary. Carbon is fully ionized only
at higher temperatures and not subject to the edge penetration issue.
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4.2 Experimental Setup
4.2.1 The Li-beam — a local source of charge exchange electrons
At ASDEX Upgrade, a neutral lithium beam [44] is used for edge plasma analysis (Fig-
ure 4.2). Its main parts are the emitter (tungsten surface coated with Li-doped β-
eucryptite), which is heated ohmically to produce lithium ions, the accelerator, where
the ions are collimated to a narrow, almost parallel beam, a charge exchange cell, where
the fast ion beam is neutralized and deflection plates just in front of the neutralizer.
The plates are used to chop the beam every 80 ms for a variable time of typically 15-
25 ms by applying a voltage of about 1 keV, which prevents the beam from entering the
plasma. The device is completely surrounded by iron plates acting as a shield against
magnetic fields. The neutralizer can be operated with sodium at about 250◦C and 80 %
neutralization efficiency or potassium at about 170◦C. With potassium, due to high total
charge exchange cross sections, neutralization efficiency reaches almost 100 %. However,
long-term operation with potassium was not possible due to arcing inside the device
which seems to be catalyzed by chemical bonds of insulating material with vaporized
potassium. The fast beam can be operated at up to 100 kV acceleration voltage and
extracts a current of typically 2.4 mA at 40 kV from the emitter, which is the default
setting for a reasonable compromise between sufficient beam penetration and a high
neutralization efficiency.
The horizontal beam enters the plasma 32.6 cm above the tokamak midplane at a toroidal
angle of 10 degrees. The length of the beam-plasma interaction region (about 5-15 cm),
after which the beam intensity falls below the detection limit due to ionization of beam
atoms, depends on the electron density. It is observed by two optic heads with a focusing
lens in each. At the beam elevation they cover about 20 cm radially for access to edge
data for various plasma geometries, with the exact observation region also depending on
the plasma shape (see Figure 4.3).
One optic head (Li-IXS), consisting of 35 fibers, has a top down view of the plasma
edge gradient region and is used for electron density measurements by means of impact
excitation spectroscopy, recording Li(2p) → Li(2s) line emission (λ = 670.8nm) with
filter-photomultipliers.
The second optic head, primarily used for the ion temperature measurements in this
work, consists of an array of fibres (arranged in two adjacent rows, with a total of 55
operable lines-of-sight). It is directed mostly poloidal looking from below onto the beam
axis with a spatial resolution of 6 mm. Its fibres for the visible light range end at a
switchboard, where several optical diagnostics can be connected for plasma observation.
The relative spatial coordinates of those two optics can be very well aligned by in-vessel
calibration. Therefore, it is possible to measure simultaneously Ti(r) and ne(r) at the
same toroidal and poloidal position. This is helpful for comparing the measurements to
other diagnostic data.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic cross section of experimental setup at ASDEX Upgrade and the lithium
beam injector (drawn at a different scale). The diagnostic lithium beam enters the plasma
after extraction from a cathode, focussing and neutralization. The beam-plasma interaction
region is observed by a Li-IXS (impact excitation spectroscopy) optic for electron density
measurements and a second optic, connecting to a flexible switchboard, mainly used for CXRS
edge ion temperature measurements.
4.2.2 High resolution spectrometers for spectral line analysis
Two independent detection systems presently use this switchboard to record the light ob-
served by the optic head. One of these, also employed in [45], consists of a Czerny-Turner
spectrometer (JOBIN YVON 750M, f=0.75m, 1200 g/mm grating) and a fast, back-
illuminated frame-transfer CCD1 camera (Roper Scientific MicroMax:512BFT), with
512×512 pixels. Its time resolution is restricted only by its readout time, which depends
on the number of concurrently recorded channels (max. of 10 with 400 µm fibres) and
the spectral window used. Exposure times down to 3 ms are possible by reducing the
number of channels and spectral range. The CCD chip is Peltier-cooled to below −45◦C
and has a high photon quantum efficiency (≈ 0.8) resulting in a low noise level.
The second system was originally based on a ProScan CCD camera with image in-
tensifier, attached to an ACTON spectrometer (Czerny-Turner, f=0.75m, 1800 g/mm
grating). Since the noise caused by the amplification prevents high quality data, the
CCD of this system was upgraded to a Micromax system with identical features as the
camera installed with the JOBIN spectrometer. The maximum number of channels on
that system, however, is only 8 due to a slightly different spectrometer geometry.
In summary, with the current setup it is possible to measure with up to 18 simultaneous
and independent ion temperature channels at a spatial resolution of 6 mm and a time
1CCD: charge coupled device
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Figure 4.3: 3D view of ASDEX Upgrade vessel with schematic Li-beam and lines of sight
for electron density measurement (by Li-IXS) and ion temperature measurements (Li-CXRS)
(left). Crude sketch of CXRS observation optics with two rows of fibres with ≈ 6 mm resolution
in radial (=beam) direction as seen from the top (right).
resolution of up to 100 ms. The time resolution is mainly determined by the chopper fre-
quency and could be improved if the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) were to be substantially
increased, but this is limited by the achievable beam intensity.
4.3 Data processing
4.3.1 Background of utilized transitions
In all discharges, impurity line-radiation is clearly visible due to electron excitation, free
electron recombination and charge exchange with neutral atoms. In fact, due to the
limited lithium beam current, these background processes, integrated over the full line-
of-sight, outshine the localized beam-induced charge exchange recombination radiation
by far (in L-mode typically factors of 5-20 for the C vi line; about the same factors in
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Figure 4.4: Time trace (with suppressed zero) of the (spectrally averaged) signal for the He ii
emission from an ohmic plasma (discharge #17799, single frame exposure time: 8 ms). Crosses
indicate CCD frames with deflected beam (”passive signal”, background) while rectangles show
the signal of CCD frames with enabled lithium beam which includes charge exchange (”active
signal”). The total signal level is decreasing with time, which may be caused by a decreasing
He+ concentration. The signal drift caused by background emission may even exceed the net
charge exchange component.
the wings of the He ii line and up to a factor of 70 near the central wavelength, mostly
by radiation from a cold (< 50 eV) He1+ population) in the SOL.
The solution to deal with this is a periodic (every 80 ms) chopping of the diagnostic
beam by applying a voltage of about 1 kV to lateral plates placed in front of the neu-
tralizer which deflect the beam, effectively switching it off. Therefore the assumption
of constant plasma conditions over at least 100 ms becomes necessary for the measure-
ments. The signal during phases with deflected Li-beam (”beam off”) is called ”passive
signal”. The line shape and intensity of this background signal are strongly influenced
by impurity density, electron density, flux of neutrals and other plasma parameters along
the whole line-of-sight. Phases where lithium beam charge exchange emission is present
as well (”beam on”) are called ”active signal”. The spectra to be used for the localized
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ion temperature measurements, i.e. the difference between ”on” and ”off”, are referred
to as ”net signal” or ”net spectra”.
The spectrometer cameras are synchronized to the chopping and a series of active and
passive frames are recorded in each discharge. Since the noise from the cameras on both
passive and active signal is low due to cooling the chips to −45◦C, photon statistics dom-
inates the uncorrelated noise in each pixel. There is a second source of pixel noise, which
is correlated over a range of pixels (affects the full spectral line), since it is induced by
effects in the plasma: density fluctuations, plasma movement or impurity concentration
changes.
The calculation of the net signal, which is done by subtracting an average passive spec-
trum (taken from the passive signal just before and just after the active phase) from
the average active spectrum, involves the difference of large numbers with uncertainties
∝
√
N , where N is the number of measured photons. Moreover, since active and passive
signal are not recorded simultaneously, but sequentially, the assumption of stationary
plasma parameters during at least one chopping cycle induces further noise because fluc-
tuations are present. In practice, there are cases where the global plasma parameters
(e.g. Te, ne) are constant, but an influx or efflux of impurities changes the intensity of the
background signal by a substantial amount with a slow time constant (see Figure 4.4).
This is automatically corrected by the procedure described here. In H-modes, density
fluctuations (e.g. from ELMs) are a source of strong correlated noise, especially for he-
lium (Figure 4.9, right).
The empirical statistical error is directly measured by calculating the standard deviation
from the mean in each pixel separately. While the bandwidth of the total uncertainty is
correctly measured by this empirical sampling, the correlated part of the noise appears
in the spectra as large error bars although the pixel-to-pixel scatter is comparatively
low. The plotted net spectra always display error bars that include this correlated noise
from the plasma fluctuations.
In summary, the proper removal of background radiation is done by calculating a net
spectrum for each beam chopper cycle by averaging the signal from the passive phase
before and after the relevant active phase and subtracting it from the averaged active
signal. Depending on the plasma regime and lithium beam performance, a time integra-
tion of order seconds can be necessary to create spectra that reduce the uncertainty for
the Gaussian width (determined from the standard deviation returned by the fit routine)
below ≈ 10% of the total width. This time integration is done by averaging all single net
spectra in the full time interval and in the process determining the statistical error in
each spatial (i) and each spectral (j) channel by standard error progression. The errors
via the standard deviation from the mean σij are passed on as weights wij = 1/σ
2
ij for
the fit routine.
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4.3.2 Profile fitting
After the local net spectrum is calculated, its Gaussian width must be determined. The
ratio of the spectral line width of this Li-beam induced net spectrum to the average
passive spectrum and the total intensity of these signals can vary strongly from one
spatial channel to the next, depending on the specific plasma regime as well as the
impurity, as discussed in the next section. Therefore, a number of different approaches
were tried.
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Figure 4.5: Net spectra are fitted with a Gaussian model to determine the line width which
— after some corrections (see section 4.3.3) — is a direct measure of the radiating ion species’
temperature. The uncertainty ∆T is calculated from the standard deviation of the weighted
fit’s result for the line width. Typical fits of He ii spectra from an ohmic plasma discharge are
shown.
• Standard least squares fit of a model function with a single Gauss on top of con-
tinuum C(λ), which can be assumed constant or linear in λ.
I(λ) = A0 · exp
(
−(λ − A1)
2
2A2
2
)
+ C(λ) (4.8)
C(λ) = B0 + B1λ + B2λ
2 (4.9)
The continuum usually vanishes and is included only for cases where strong im-
purity radiation from different spectral lines may create a tilted baseline because
of fluctuations and this may influence the fit of the Gaussian, if not taken into
account.
• The observed large standard deviation from a mean despite negligible pixel to pixel
scatter has motivated a variation from the above procedure. Since the plasma fluc-
tuations cause a collective scatter of the cold background region (narrow spectral
region around the central wavelength), a procedure applying a direct correction
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of this part of the net signal was attempted. A least squares fit uses the same
model as above, but an additional correction for any remaining passive component
is done iteratively by correlation analysis in the following way: Let act(λ) be the
active spectrum, psv(λ) the passive spectrum and net(λ) = act(λ) − γ psv(λ) the
data to fit, where γ = 1 for the first iteration. net(λ) is fitted to the designated
model and fit(λ) is acquired. γ is then subsequently adjusted by calculating a
correlation coefficient between the remainder rem(λ) = net(λ) − fit(λ) and the
passive component psv(λ).
Correl(rem, psv) =
∫
(rem(λ)psv(λ))
∫
(psv(λ)2)
(4.10)
The correlation function was chosen to calculate a normalized value for the simi-
larity between remainder and passive signal. After each iteration, γ is adjusted to
γ = γ + ε ·Correl(rem(λ), psv(λ)), where ε is a variable parameter between 0 and
1, determining the desired rate of convergence. As soon as Correl(rem, psv) drops
below a predefined threshold, the routine is stopped. If the threshold is not reached
within a certain number of iterations (typically 40), the process would usually run
forever, jumping between two states not compatible with the set boundary condi-
tions. In that case, the procedure is interrupted and the standard fit is applied.
• When the fitting of a single Gaussian distribution is not successful, consideration
of a second, well-defined ion temperature may become appropriate. This leads to
the application of a double Gauss model with some continuum C(λ).
I(λ) = A0 · exp
(
−(λ − A1)
2
2A2
2
)
+ A3 · exp
(
−(λ − A4)
2
2A5
2
)
+ C(λ) (4.11)
Temperatures can then be determined separately for both Gaussian widths, but
the interpretation is difficult. Since the background with its high intensity can not
be completely removed despite the chopping, one width often just resembles an
average temperature of the incompletely removed passive component.
• The double Gauss model can also be combined with the iterative approach to min-
imize distortion by background light. Using the two temperature model as above,
the same iterative minimization of the correlation between remainder and passive
signal is possible. Due to the large number of fit parameters, some numerical is-
sues with the fit and the exact implementation of the fitting procedure, the routine
doesn’t improve upon the other methods. Since there are no constraints on the
fit parameters, numerically there is always the possibility of introducing a second
Gaussian with low intensity, which improves the quality of the fit numerically but
doesn’t reveal any realistic physics. A plasma with a distribution compatible with
two Maxwellian ion velocity distributions, the temperatures of which are both
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different from the average background signal temperature, has not been seen.
All fits are done using the IDLr ”curvefit” procedure, which uses a gradient-expansion
algorithm to compute a non-linear least squares fit to a user-supplied function with an
arbitrary number of parameters. Since the first method does not need many parameters
which simplifies the comparison of different scenarios and at the same time reliably
produces adequate fits, it was the preferred method for all evaluations. The iterative
approach generally produced the same results with marginally reduced fit errors but
considerably more time and effort, so it was only used for consistency checks. The same
is true for the multi-gauss fits. An example for the fit to raw data is shown in Figure 4.5.
4.3.3 Correction of systematic errors
The measured spectral line shape is affected by non-thermal broadening for multiple
reasons. The main influence comes from the instrument itself, i.e. mainly from the
spectrometer entrance slit. This has been investigated using spectral lines from Hg and
Ne light sources, for which the natural line width was assumed to be a delta function.
The measured instrumental response resembles a Gaussian profile. Interpreting this
profile as a temperature with the wavelength dependence of the spectrometer and the
element’s mass taken into account, it equals a characteristic ”instrument temperature” of
about 23 eV for He (He ii at 468.5 nm) and 54 eV for C (C vi at 529.0 nm) for a slit
width of 100 µm (calculated using equation (4.5)). Thus, the influence of the instrument
can be approximated by a convolution of the source with a Gaussian profile. Since the
source is also well described by a Gaussian shape, this convolution results in another
Gaussian, whose width is just the quadratic sum of the two initial widths (σ1 and σ2).
f, g =
1
σ1,2
√
2π
exp
(
−(λ − λ0)
2
2σ21,2
)
(4.12)
f ? g =
∞
∫
−∞
f(τ)g(t − τ)dτ
=
1
√
2π(σ21 + σ
2
2)
exp
(
− (λ − λ0)
2
2(σ12 + σ22)
)
(4.13)
The deconvolution of a Gaussian instrument function from such a Gaussian spectrum
simplifies to subtracting the predetermined ”instrument temperature” from the mea-
sured apparent temperature.
Further broadening effects occur naturally due to the sub-structure of the atomic levels
and have to be accounted for as well. Due to the coupling of magnetic moments (or-
bital and spin angular momentum) to each other (LS-coupling) or to an external field
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(Paschen-Back), electron states at identical principal quantum number but different an-
gular momentum quantum number have different energy levels and therefore transitions
from different electron states (distinguished by their sub-state quantum numbers L and
J ( ~J = ~L + ~S)) emit light at different wavelengths. If all charge exchange electrons
radiated from a single state, the line broadening were only thermal. In case of collisional
redistribution of states before the spontaneous emission, the observed spectral line is
broader due to the overlap of radiation from several sub-states.
Since the charge exchange process has different cross-sections for different sub-states,
the relevant configuration for calculating a total line emission is not easily determined,
but depends on the physics of the charge exchange process. The amount of redistribu-
tion (L-level mixing) depends on plasma parameters like temperature and density, while
the magnetic field influences the magnitude of the applicable wavelength shift for the
different sub-states (Zeeman-broadening). Since both effects occur simultaneously, it is
difficult to separate them. Instead, an integrated approach using parts of the Atomic
Data and Analysis Structure (ADAS) package is applied.
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Figure 4.6: A survey, with synthetic input data for the ADAS calculations used to accurately
determine non-thermal broadening effects (Zeeman and L-level mixing), shows that helium
(λ = 468.5 nm, 4 → 3 transition) is much less affected than carbon (λ = 529.0 nm, 8 → 7
transition). Plotted are the relative magnitudes of the actual ion temperature divided by the
apparent temperature for both impurities at several different magnetic fields over the apparent
temperature (as calculated from an uncorrected spectrum).
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The ADAS package is a collection of programs and data for modeling the radia-
tive properties of ions and electrons in plasmas, which assists in the interpretation of
spectral measurements (http://adas.phys.strath.ac.uk/) [43]. Among others, there is a
package for calculating LJ-resolved2 emission coefficients and electron populations after
charge exchange from neutral beams (ADAS306) and a package for spectral analysis
(ADAS603), which contains a subroutine that calculates absolute line strengths includ-
ing the influence of the magnetic field. The algorithm for calculating these line strengths
was developed by Hey (see e.g. [46, 47]).
Plasma properties, defined by the magnetic field, electron density, electron temperature
and a first estimate for the ion temperature as well as the appropriate lithium beam
parameters (energy, beam ion) are entered into ADAS306 which returns LJ-resolved
emission coefficients and electron populations for the individual states. These are used
as weights for the results of the ADAS603 subroutine, which calculates the line strength
of the individual transitions including information about the angle between observation
direction and magnetic field line. After weighting, each individual component is assigned
the estimated ion temperature and folded with the instrument function. Finally, all com-
ponents are summed to form the resulting spectral line. By measuring this complete
spectrum in the same way (i.e. by fitting a Gaussian model function) as done with the
experimental data, one can calculate an apparent temperature from the ion temperature
that enters the model as a guess. By iterating the estimate, any experimental spectrum
can be matched with a best guess for the actual ion temperature.
Figure 4.6 shows a comparison of resulting ”reduction factors” (i.e. the necessary mul-
tiplicative correction for the apparent temperature) for carbon and helium for a range
of conditions relevant in the experiment. They are most significant for carbon at the
plasma edge, where the reduction factor can become lower than 0.7, effectively reducing
the uncorrected ion temperature by more than 30%.
4.4 Differences of helium and carbon charge-exchange
The main differences between C and He lie in the positions of their radial shell structure
relative to the beam penetration and to the ion temperature profile.
In general the C6+ concentration drops significantly at the plasma edge due to relatively
high ionization energies. On the other hand, the penetration depth of the lithium beam
is limited, so that a sufficiently high charge exchange rate (SCX ∝ nLi · nXz+), can only
be achieved in a narrow overlap region. A typical net signal intensity profile of carbon
thus has a peaked maximum somewhere along the beam axis. From this maximum to-
wards the plasma center the beam attenuation is predominant; towards the outside, the
amount of charge exchange is limited by the low C6+ density.
For helium the situation is generally similar, but quantitatively rather different. It is
2Emission coefficients for each state (LJ) listed separately.
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Figure 4.7: Results of a STRAHL (impurity code) calculation, modeling an L-mode plasma
with equal impurity sources for the He and C case show: The C5+ shell is broader than
the He+ shell both spatially and in temperature range. In the pedestal region the more
abundant C5+ radiates with similar temperatures as the charge-exchange component. The
helium background strongly peaks at about 50 eV, thus being much less prohibitive for accurate
net signal determination at temperatures over 50 eV.
usually fully ionized already at rather low (50 eV) electron temperatures and therefore
He2+ is present even in the SOL. Thus, in principle, measurements using helium are
possible in a much wider spatial region than carbon. Moreover, the background line
radiation is affecting a smaller spectral range. This is found to be the main reason why
helium temperatures are usually determined with less uncertainty than those of carbon,
while both agree on the actual temperature value within their respective uncertainties
(see also section 4.4.1). The different shell structure is important for the passive back-
ground signal originating from the hydrogen-like impurity shell. Figure 4.7 shows the
equilibrated results of a STRAHL [48] simulation with temperature and density profiles
taken from an L-mode discharge. The local C5+ density profile spans a much broader
and hotter temperature range than the He+ profile. The differences are related to the ob-
served background radiation. The dominant processes responsible for this radiation are
electron excitation of C5+ (and He+, respectively) and recombination of C6+ (and He2+)
with free electrons or, more likely, by charge exchange with neutrals coming from the
SOL. While the C5+ density maximum is usually well inside the separatrix, the narrower
He+ shell appears close to it or even outside. The passive spectrum, formed by a line-of-
sight integral through several flux surfaces, usually deviates from a Gaussian (compare
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Figure 4.8: The averaged passive signal of neither carbon (left) nor helium (right) have a clear
Gaussian shape. It is rather a mix of several components along the whole line-of-sight. Using
a Gaussian fit, the appropriate mass and the right wavelength for the element to determine the
temperature, results in average background temperatures of about 300-400 eV for C vi and
about 20-50 eV for He ii.
with Figure 4.8) and a simple fit to it results in an average temperature along the re-
spective line-of-sight. Typical values range from 300-400 eV for carbon and 20-50 eV for
helium. This large difference has a direct consequence for the local measurement.
For instance, selecting a line-of-sight inside the separatrix which is roughly tangential
to the C5+ shell maximum, the spectral line shapes of the active and passive components
of C5+ radiation (C vi, λ = 529.0 nm) may be rather similar, i.e. the local temperature
just about equals the average line-of-sight temperature. In this case an accurate ex-
traction of the active component requires an exact absolute determination of the signals
with and without beam. This leads to long integration times (> 2 s) in order to be able
to distinguish between average background temperature and local ion temperature.
Using helium in the same scenario and radial channel position, the background photon
flux from the He+ shell (He ii, λ = 468.5 nm) compared to the active component is
typically higher, but its spectral line width is much narrower than that of the active sig-
nal determined by the higher local temperature well inside the separatrix. Ideally, the
desired broad spectral line width and hence the local ion temperature can be extracted
simply by fitting a Gaussian to the line wings in the measured spectrum, even if the
SNR in the line center is of order unity.
Although helium is in this respect always favorable to carbon, carbon can be superior,
when there is a higher than average carbon content in the plasma, e.g. with plasma
discharges in configurations not used regularly, where additional carbon is eroded from
otherwise cold surfaces. Then the higher charge exchange cross section combined with
relatively high carbon concentrations is sufficient to overcome these disadvantages.
In cases where both species can be measured in similar conditions (i.e. by repeating a dis-
charge with different spectrometer settings), the helium and carbon temperature profiles
coincide in the limit of short collisional relaxation times compared to transport times
(see section 2.3.2). In the next section, this is demonstrated for an L-mode discharge.
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Figure 4.9: H-mode net spectra (active - passive signal) of carbon (left) and helium (right). He-
lium background radiation is much stronger due to ELMs and recycling from the vessel walls
but restricted to a narrow spectral range. Thus, error bars (including correlated noise; see
Section 4.3.1) are large in the central wavelength region. Compared to carbon, He ii temper-
atures still have less uncertainty because influence from the line’s central region is suppressed
by weighting the data and the net signal temperature is mostly determined from the wings,
where influence from the He background radiation is at a minimum. Since C5+ background
radiation affects a much wider spectral range, the carbon background radiation impacts the
whole line width, which is reflected in the higher pixel-to-pixel scatter and consequently larger
uncertainties.
4.4.1 Comparison of He and C temperatures
A series of identical NBI-heated L-mode plasma discharges featured impurity gas puffs
of heavy methane (CD4) in different strengths. The plasma is kept in a long plateau
phase, where parameters such as density, electron and core ion temperature and stored
energy change only within a narrow range of about 10% despite the increasing impurity
influx.
Since these L-mode discharges are stationary for about 4 seconds, accurate temperatures
can be determined both for C (#16891) and for He (#16892). Therefore, the discharges
are well suited for a comparison between the impurities and discussion of the ADAS
corrections (compare Section 4.3.3) applied to both species. Figure 4.10 shows the tem-
perature profiles of both discharges with different levels of corrections applied. Profiles
without any corrections (Figure 4.10a) show the largest discrepancy because of the large
difference in ”instrumental temperature”, which has high impact at low temperatures.
Deconvolution of the instrument function already brings the profiles within range of the
error bar from fitting (Figure 4.10b). The detailed calculations, which also include ex-
perimental electron density (from LID) for each spatial channel, result in agreement of
the determined temperatures of carbon and helium within a few percent (Figure 4.10c).
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4.4.2 Increasing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by impurity puffing
The impurity content may be changed as a free parameter as long as its concentration is
low enough that the impurity can be considered to be in the trace limit3. Therefore, the
possibility of increasing the SNR was investigated by applying impurity gas puffs with
helium and CD4 during stationary phases of L-mode plasmas.
In both discharges (#16891, #16892), it can be seen that a signal intensity increase is
correlated with increasing the CD4 puff rate at 3.5 s and 4.5 s (see Figure 4.11). The
effect is seen for both C and He and the relative signal increases (≈ 5%) are comparable
for both elements. This suggests that the enhancement of the spectral line radiation is
mostly due to increased electron density and the resulting excitation and recombination
3An impurity is said to be in the trace limit, when its contribution to Zeff is negligible ( Zeff =
∑
i niZ
2
i /
∑
i niZi, where i denotes all present ion species).
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Figure 4.10: An L-mode discharge was repeated to measure both He and C ion temperatures.
All three profiles are calculated from the same raw data, but have been corrected for systematic
errors with different levels of sophistication. (a) No corrections. (b) Instrument correction only.
(c) Fully detailed ADAS corrections including electron density from LID measurements.
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Figure 4.11: L-mode time trace signal (suppressed zero) for C vi (#16891) and He ii (#16892)
line (C vi multiplied by a factor of 4.5 to be on scale). The intensity increase (with a comparable
magnitude) is for both species time-correlated with an increasing methane (CD4) puff. This
indicates a strong dependence of the signal intensity on the electron density change which
dominates the effect by the change of carbon content.
processes. Thus, it is concluded that carbon concentration could not be significantly
raised.
A similar L-mode with near identical parameters (Ip = 1 MA, ne = 4 ·1019 m−2, δ ≈ 0.3,
Bt = 2.7 T) was performed shortly after coating the vessel interior with boron. The
boronization decreased the residual amount of He in the plasma edge. A pair of dis-
charges (#16979, #16981) then allowed a direct investigation of the effect of additional
He on the temperature measurement. A helium puff rate of 2.6 · 1021 particles/s was
applied for about 40 ms in the second discharge. This puff generated a considerable
signal quality improvement over the discharge which did not have additional helium.
It sufficiently increased the charge-exchange part of the He ii radiation to reduce the
uncertainty in the temperatures by more than 50% (Figure 4.12).
The main difference between CD4 and He puffing is the relative magnitude of the change
of local electron density. While each He atom brings 2 electrons into the plasma, each
CD4 molecule adds 10 electrons per carbon ion and therefore the increase of background
radiation through the local electron density increase is much more meaningful than the
change in the carbon density.
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Figure 4.12: He ii net spectra with 0.5 seconds integration time of the charge exchange com-
ponent in identical phases of 2 discharges. The left spectrum is taken from #16979, which has
no He puff, the right spectrum is taken from #16981, where a 40 ms duration He-puff with
2.6 · 1021 He-atoms/s was applied just before the measurement.
4.5 Special problems in the H-mode regime: ELMs
Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) are periodically-appearing instabilities of the plasma
edge, that transiently cause a greatly amplified transport of energy and particles across
the separatrix on a sub-ms timescale. They appear only in H-mode, where confinement
is high and a pedestal-like shape is formed in radial density and temperature profiles (see
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Figure 4.13: Time evolution of average C vi (left) and He ii (right) intensity as seen by the
CXRS system in H-mode discharges with low frequency ELMs are shown. ELMs increase the
background impurity line radiation by orders of magnitude so that even spectrally averaged
and time-integrated (exposure time of 8 ms in C case, exposure time of 20 ms in He case)
signals are dominated by the 1-3 ms long ELM events. For the temperature evaluation, only
frames with an average count rate below the indicated threshold are used.
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also Section 2.4.2). The type-I ELM causes a spike of Dα emission, which is most intense
in the divertor. Emission is not only increased in the hydrogen lines, but also in those
of impurities. This imposes the biggest problem on the ion temperature measurements
in this regime. Each ELM is accompanied by a large, nonlinear increase of impurity
line intensity which is higher than the amplitude of the charge exchange component of
the active frames (Figure 4.13). Despite the relatively short life-time of ELMs (.1 ms),
the effect of a single ELM event on the impurity radiation is typically sufficient to
significantly affect several seconds of ELM-free time integration.
Due to the sequential recording of active and passive data and beam switching times of
about 0.5 ms, it is not possible to resolve individual ELMs with this diagnostic at present.
The irregular behavior of background radiation, probably caused by the 3D-structure of
an ELM [49], renders data affected by ELM enhanced radiation extremely difficult to
evaluate. Typically, only low ELM frequency discharges having more than 10 ms long
ELM free phases can be studied, because enough data must be collected during quiet
phases and the minimum camera exposure time is 4 ms with the full wavelength range
and channel number. In discharges with low ELM frequencies, it is then possible to
remove frames influenced by ELM events from the evaluation and use only ELM-free
exposures (Figure 4.13) for an inter-ELM ion temperature profile. Thus, the solution
for H-mode temperature profiles is to cut out ELM affected data and to determine an
effective inter-ELM temperature profile. For practical application of this technique, the
detector frame rate has to exceed the ELM-frequency by at least a factor of 2. Usually
a factor of 3 is required, because increased wall recycling shortly after the ELM event
affects the background radiation with about the same magnitude as the charge-exchange
process and therefore would deteriorate the temperature information with additional
noise.
For the purpose of detecting the ELM onset and decay the raw signal of spectrally
averaged CCD counts can be processed with a simple threshold algorithm (compare
with threshold in Figure 4.13). Alternatively the separately available Dα signal from the
divertor can be directly evaluated using a sophisticated ELM-detection algorithm [50].
An empirical safety delay after the ELM is introduced to exclude the repercussions
that influence the edge and scrape-off layer density for up to several milliseconds after
the ELM peak time. All ELM-free data are then averaged in the previously described
manner and temperatures are determined as in the ELM-free case.
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While the previous chapter contained detailed discussions about the acquisition and
evaluation of raw data, in this chapter, results of the new diagnostic from various plasma
scenarios (ohmic plasmas at different densities, L-mode with ECRH and NBI, H-mode
and QH-mode) are presented and discussed. The general observation of higher ion
separatrix temperatures than electron temperatures combined with a less steep gradient
and consequent profile cross-over in electron heated discharges is demonstrated. For the
interpretation of measurements in the ohmic plasma regime, the computer programs B2
and ASTRA (also called code packages) were used. Results from these calculations are
discussed in the final section of this chapter.
5.1 Ohmic plasmas
5.1.1 Standard ohmic discharge
On each ”experimental day”, ASDEX Upgrade uses three standardized discharges for
diagnostic initialization and long-term monitoring of machine performance. One of the
three standard shots is an ohmic plasma with a plasma current flattop time of about
5 seconds and two different density levels. This discharge has a plasma current of 800 kA
and a toroidal magnetic field of 2.0 T at the magnetic axis. The line-integrated density
is controlled by gas valve feedback via the central DCN1 interferometer channel to values
of 2.5 · 1019 m−2 and 3.5 · 1019 m−2 for 2.5 seconds each.
The following discussion will concentrate on the high density phase of this discharge
(t = 4.4 s - 4.9 s). Figure 5.1 shows global profiles of temperatures (Te from ECE
and YAR, central Ti from NPA, edge Ti from LIT, right) and density measurements
(combined from LID, YAG/YAR and DCN, left). The discharge has no other heating
than ohmic resistivity, which predominantly heats the electrons. This is reflected by a
higher electron temperature than ion temperature in the core plasma, where Ti,max was
estimated by measurements of the neutral particle analyzer (NPA). The core plasma
undergoes sawtooth events2 causing the considerable scatter in the central ECE data.
1Three letter abbreviations used for diagnostics are explained in Chapter 3.
2Sawtooth: periodical MHD instability leading to expulsion of the hot plasma core, observed as a slow
rise and subsequent rapid drop in central electron temperature.
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Figure 5.1: Plasma profiles of electron density and ion and electron temperature plotted after
mapping to normalized poloidal flux ρpol for the full radius (magnetic axis at ρpol = 0.0,
separatrix at ρpol = 1.0). The framed part of the temperature plot is shown magnified in
Figure 5.2.
These phenomena are confirmed by equilibrium reconstruction (q=1 surface located at
about ρpol ≈ 0.5). Frequency spectrum analysis of the ECE channels which yields the
signature of a rotating magnetic island at ρpol ≈ 0.45 provides a further indication for
the appearance of sawteeth in the plasma.
The ion temperature gradient and the local edge ion temperatures, which are measured
by Li-beam CXRS, can be compared to the electron data from ECE and YAR. At the
separatrix, the ion temperature exceeds the electron temperature by at least a factor of
two (see Figure 5.2). In fact, the ion temperature profile crosses the electron tempera-
ture profile at a normalized radius of ρpol ≈ 0.94.
5.1.2 High density ohmic plasma
In Figure 5.3, the temperature measurements of an ohmic discharge with a current of
800 kA, magnetic field of 2.4 T and central line integrated density of 6.1 · 1019 m−2
are shown. The high density leads to conditions where both the electrons and the ions
are in the Pfirsch-Schlüter transport regime for ρpol ≥ 0.85. The estimated transport
times (see Section 2.3.2) are lower than the electron-ion heat exchange time in the whole
gradient region. A naive interpretation would suggest that the temperatures should
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Figure 5.2: Edge temperature profiles of the ohmic standard discharge. Ion temperature as
measured by the lithium beam diagnostic, electron temperature from ECE and YAR.
equilibrate, if heat exchange between electrons and ions is much faster than particle
transport. The measurements show that the profiles cross at about the same radial
position (ρp ≈ 0.96) as seen in other ohmic discharges and ions and electrons appear
to be not strongly coupled. Whether this is due to anomalous transport remains to be
clarified.
5.1.3 Low current, low density ohmic plasma
The measurements in this case have been obtained in a parasitic way on a discharge
dedicated to electron transport studies of the core plasma. The ohmic reference shot of
this investigation was run at low triangularity with a plasma current of 600 kA, toroidal
magnetic field of 2.5 T (ramped down to 2.25 T during the discharge) and line averaged
density of 2 · 1019 m−3 with a mild D2 gas puff. Due to the low plasma current and
without additional heating, the total heating power amounts to only 320 kW. This is
the lowest heating power in all analyzed plasmas. An identical magnetic configuration
was used in the first ECRH example shown in the following section.
For the ohmic discharge (see Figure 5.4), the ECE electron temperature is 40-60 eV at the
separatrix with a constant gradient of ≈ 40 eV/cm towards the plasma center. The edge
ion temperatures (from He ii) are significantly higher and the gradient of ≈ 20 eV/cm is
about half as steep as that of the electrons. The ion separatrix temperature is 135±10 eV,
higher than the electron temperatures by at least a factor of two.
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Figure 5.3: Edge temperature comparison (electrons and ions) of high density ohmic discharge,
where both electrons and ions reside in the Pfirsch-Schlüter (high collisionality) transport
regime. Qualitative agreement (profile crossing) with low density ohmic and ECRH heated
L-modes is seen.
5.2 Electron heated L-mode
The measurements described in this section have also been obtained partly parasitically.
This includes radial scans of the electron cyclotron heating deposition in the core and
stationary L-mode plasmas for investigation of the density response to ECRH heating
on and off-axis [51]. Some additional dedicated discharges of a similar type were also
performed.
The plasma density in the analyzed discharges varies from low (ne ≈ 2.0·1019 m−2 central
line averaged density) to relatively high values (ne ≈ 6.0 · 1019 m−2). The profiles are
qualitatively similar to the ohmic cases with steeper electron temperature gradients than
ion temperature gradients. Absolute temperature values vary with applied heating power
and densities. Moreover, the separatrix temperatures are significantly higher due to the
higher total heating power and this increase in temperature is even more pronounced in
the ions. Separatrix ion temperatures of up to 250 eV have been observed in a purely
electron heated discharge.
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Figure 5.4: Edge temperature comparison of low density, low power ohmic discharge. This
plasma has the lowest ion temperature gradient measured with the CXRS diagnostic (about
20 eV/cm).
5.2.1 Low density, high power
The companion shot to #17799 has a slightly faster B-field ramp and 1.2 MW total heat-
ing power (about 1.1 MW radially localized ECRH between ρpol = 0.26−0.34, #17800).
A stationary interval of about 1 s (with ECRH) was analyzed. For a similar discharge
(#17801, magnetic field being lower by 0.2 T) the spectrometer was changed to the spec-
tral wavelength of the carbon line. The main difference of discharge #17801 compared to
#17800 was that the ECRH power deposition occurred between ρpol = 0.47−0.58. Near
the plasma edge (ρpol ≈ 0.9), the differences in the ECE radiation temperature between
these discharges were less than 5%, so the influence on main species ion temperature
there should be negligible.
The measured edge Ti profiles and parts of the Te data are shown in Figure 5.5. The
comparison between ion temperatures of different impurities in near identical discharges
was already done for NBI heated L-modes (see Section 4.4.1), but could be repeated
on this occasion. There is agreement between He2+ and C6+ temperatures within the
experimental error bars except for one outlier in the carbon measurements which is ex-
plained by imperfect subtraction of the passive signal, which evaluates to a temperature
of almost 1 keV. The reason for this deviation from the mean of about 400 eV for the
other channels is not known.
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Figure 5.5: Edge temperature profile comparison between electrons and ions. Two discharges,
both at low density with 1.1 MW ECRH heating in the plasma core are plotted. He and C edge
temperatures agree, electron separatrix temperature was estimated by comparison with similar
discharge. The outlier in the carbon profile is explained by imperfect background subtraction,
which had an unusually high passive temperature (900 eV) for this particular channel only.
Since ECE did not measure near the separatrix due to the changed magnetic field,
the electron separatrix temperature Te,sep was estimated from a comparable discharge
(#15428, identical plasma current and density, similar magnetic field and YAR). Te,sep
assumes a value between 60 and 80 eV, the ions in #17800, however, reach tempera-
tures as high as 240 ± 10 eV at ρpol = 1.0. This is more than a factor of three above
the electron temperature despite strong electron heating in the core. The temperature
profiles therefore cross each other inside the last closed flux surface.
5.2.2 Density scan of electron heated plasmas
After looking at data from a number of similar discharges with dominant electron heat-
ing, it became apparent that ion temperatures always exceed the electron temperatures
near the separatrix and exhibit smaller gradients towards the central plasma, so that
a profile crossing occurs somewhere between ρpol ≈ 0.93 − 0.96. This behavior is inde-
pendent of collisionality as can be seen from Figure 5.6. Plotted are interpolated values
of ion and electron temperature at different plasma positions (ρpol = 0.9, ρpol = 0.95,
ρpol = 1.0) in several L-mode discharges. Varying the collisionality over a broad range
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by changing density and input power (via plasma current or ECRH) does not indicate
any changes in this behavior. The indicated transport regime transitions which depend
on collisionality are calculated using Equation (2.13) with a representative magnetic
safety factor q ≈ 4. The density range is sufficient to include all transport regimes
distinguished by neoclassical theory. No change in the observed behavior takes place.
Since absolute temperatures and gradients also depend on the amount of applied exter-
nal heating, which was different from discharge to discharge, particular trends cannot
be inferred from this study because the data set is too small.
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Figure 5.6: Electron and ion temperatures for 3 different locations of several electron heated
plasma discharges. A clear trend is the higher electron temperatures compared to ions in the
core (ρpol 5 0.9) which reverses somewhere near the edge 0.93 . ρpol . 0.96. The separatrix
temperatures confirm that the profiles indeed cross. The transport regime transitions were
calculated using Equation 2.13 with a magnetic safety factor q ≈ 4.
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5.3 NBI heated plasmas
5.3.1 Improved L-mode
In order to study another heating mechanism, NBI-heated L-mode discharges specifically
addressing Ti-measurements were performed. Reducing the acceleration voltage of the
neutral beams from 60 kV to 44 kV while increasing the magnetic field to 2.6 T permitted
operation below the L-H power threshold. The combined heating power of 1.3 MW by
neutral beams and about 0.5 MW by ohmic heating still puts the plasma close to the
H-mode threshold, creating some intermittent edge behavior. The plasma (Ip = 1 MA,
ne = 4 · 1019 m−2) was shape-optimized for edge diagnostics. A series of identical
discharges featured an impurity gas puff of heavy methane (CD4) in different strengths
for the experiment described in Section 4.4.1.
The plasma is kept in a long plateau phase, where properties such as electron density,
electron and ion temperature as well as stored energy change only within a narrow range
of about 10% despite the increasing impurity gas puff. This permits time integration
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Figure 5.7: Ion temperatures from the improved L-mode show a pedestal as do the electron
temperatures. Carbon and helium temperatures agree within their experimental error bars
and connect seamlessly to the core measurements. Electron temperature data was subject to
large scatter (see ”scatter” bars). Thus the direct comparison to ion temperatures is difficult,
but there is indication for higher ion temperatures at the separatrix.
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over more than 3 s for increased accuracy of the measured edge ion temperatures. The
discharge does not have typical H-mode character, i.e. there are no ELMs. Since it
has a pedestal in electron density and temperature and also in the ion temperatures at
approximately the same radial position, this regime is called an ”improved L-mode”.
Figure 5.7 shows the ion temperature profile around the overlap region of CXRS and
core CES channels which combine well to form an ion temperature profile for the full
plasma radius. Electron temperature data was subject to large scatter and needs to
be interpreted with caution. However, a tendency of higher ion temperatures near the
separatrix is again seen in the NBI heated improved L-mode.
5.3.2 Quiescent H-mode (QH-Mode)
From the diagnostic point of view, an H-mode without ELMs is the best possible can-
didate for accurate edge measurements. The QH-mode is such an ELM-free, high con-
finement regime. It is accessible in plasma configurations with high wall clearance and
counter NBI-injection [52]. One of this regime’s features is a high pedestal pressure with
ion temperatures well in excess of 1 keV [53].
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Figure 5.8: Edge ion temperature versus normalized radius for a QH-mode configuration with
reversed field and low edge density. The QH-phase of #18931 is shown left, an H-mode profile
of #18922, where ELMs are present, on the right. In both cases, at the overlap/switchover of
Li beam and core CES measurements, agreement is found. Knowledge of the full profile allows
to measure, e.g. the ion temperature pedestal width.
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While the core CES system of ASDEX Upgrade covers the bulk of the plasma, the lithium
beam is needed to provide information about the actual pedestal position and gradient
length for the edge ion temperatures and thus the width of the H-mode barrier. The
typical duration of quiescent phases is about 1-3 s. Stationary edge parameters during
that time allow long signal integration. The edge measurements in this regime show ex-
cellent agreement with the core temperatures, where core CES and lithium beam CXRS
overlap (Figure 5.8, left). The measured ion temperature gradient exceeds 600 eV/cm
in this regime.
Since the QH-regime is a relatively new field of research, the covered parameter range is
still narrow. Edge electron temperatures are not yet available in sufficient accuracy (no
YAR measurements to date) to perform a more detailed comparison to the measured
ion temperatures (the temperature fit in Figure 5.8 is from data measured by ECE).
5.3.3 Conventional H-mode (with ELMs)
5.3.3.1 Low density H-mode
In one of the discharges in QH-configuration (see above), the quiescent regime was not
established and the plasma reverted to an H-mode with ELMs. Because of an average
ELM frequency of less than 80 Hz, an inter-ELM ion temperature profile at low density
(central line averaged density ne = 4·1019 m−2) could be determined with CCD operation
at 4 ms exposure time. The ELMy plasma3 also has high pedestal ion temperatures
(Figure 5.8, right) but stays below the values obtained in QH-mode by about 10-20%.
Electron temperatures are indicated for the core by a fit to ECE data only.
5.3.3.2 Medium density H-mode
The H-mode discharges at medium density required a delicate balance between NBI
power and plasma shape in order to both keep the ELM frequency low enough to allow
inter-ELM measurements and at the same time keep the plasma stationary, which is
necessary for long (> 2 s) signal integration.
The discharges shown had a magnetic field of 2.0 T and a plasma current of 800 kA.
The line averaged density of ne ≈ 6 · 1019 m−2 in the first discharge dropped to about
ne ≈ 5.4 ·1019 m−2 due to a conditioning effect of the machine, which prohibits a detailed
comparison of these discharges. The results, together with the electron temperature (as
a fit to the raw data) for the case where Thomson edge measurements were available,
are shown in Figure 5.9.
3ELMy plasma: Plasma where ELMs are present
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Figure 5.9: Edge ion temperatures versus normalized radius for medium density ELMy H-
mode discharges. Left: #18053 on He ii, line averaged density of ne ≈ 6 · 1019 m−2, Right:
#18055 on C vi, line averaged density of ne ≈ 5.4 · 1019 m−2 and Te-fit using available YAR.
5.3.3.3 Moderate to high density H-mode
The discharges at moderate to high density (Bt = 2.4 T, Ip = 1 MA, ne = 6.4 ·1019 m−3)
were fueled by a feed-forward D2 gas puff. The applied external heating was pure NBI
with a power of 5 MW. The discharge was repeated in order to measure both helium
and carbon temperatures.
The measured temperatures of both impurities agree within experimental errors and
seamlessly connect to the ion temperature profile from the core system after mapping to
flux coordinates is done (Figure 5.10). Electron temperatures are available from ECE
and Thomson scattering measurements and a fit to that data (central ECE and edge
Thomson scattering), is plotted together with the ion temperatures. Due to high enough
core densities and collisionality, it was expected that electron and ion temperatures are
closely coupled in the pedestal region. The measurements confirm this and show maybe
a factor of 2 higher separatrix ion temperature over the electron temperature there.
Outside the separatrix the constant recycling processes together with ELMs prohibit
measurements, also because the expected temperatures are low enough to be similar to
the He+ temperature and therefore the scatter in the data is too high (see also discussion
in Section 4.3.1).
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Figure 5.10: Ion temperatures versus normalized poloidal magnetic flux for a medium to high
density H-mode discharge with a line averaged density ne = 6.4 · 1019 m−3. Both He and C
temperatures are plotted together with fit to electron temperature measurements (YAG, YAR,
ECE).
5.4 Modeling the standard ohmic plasma
With ion temperature measurements to compare to, the determination of transport
coefficients and the check of theoretical models becomes feasible. This was attempted
by using two standard code packages at ASDEX Upgrade, the one-dimensional (radial)
core transport code ASTRA [54, 55] and the two dimensional (radial-poloidal) edge
transport code B2 [28]. ASTRA models the core plasma in some detail, assuming strictly
constant plasma properties on closed flux surfaces. This behavior fails near the separatrix
due to the importance of poloidally varying particle sources and the reduced parallel
conductivity due to lower temperatures and becomes impossible outside the separatrix,
where strong gradients also appear parallel to the magnetic field due to wall intersection
of field lines. B2 has a comprehensive model for the edge and SOL region and the
possibility to integrate the Monte-Carlo code EIRENE [35] for inclusion of realistic
neutral particle physics. The necessary extensive computing power for correct resolution
of relevant time scales when extending the B2 calculations towards the core make its
usage for the core plasma impractical. Ideally, a self-consistent coupling of B2 and
ASTRA would be desirable, but is not yet available.
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In this case, B2 has been run for the edge region with a guess for the input fluxes
from the core, while ASTRA has been used to cross-check these assumptions for their
compatibility with core plasma transport. Given all the necessary input in terms of
diagnostic information as described in Chapter 3, the actual code runs were done by
G. Tardini (ASTRA) and C. Konz (B2) respectively.
In order to run the edge code (B2) with ions and electrons individually, as is essential for
this investigation, boundary conditions for the heat flux for the electrons and the ions
are needed separately. While the total heat flux can be estimated from total heating and
radiated power measurements (i.e. Qe +Qi = Pheat−Prad.), the ratio between Qe and Qi
is not known experimentally. Thus, an assumption of equal heat flux in the electron and
the ion channels was made at the core boundary of the simulated region (ρpol ≈ 0.85).
Particle and heat transport coefficients were assumed to be constant across the entire
computational region. Their values were adjusted to obtain the best match with the
experimental profiles. A match to the experimental data (Figure 5.11) has been found
for:
Particle: D = 0.280 m2s−1
Ion heat: χi = 0.516 m
2s−1
Electron heat: χe = 0.435 m
2s−1
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Figure 5.11: Results of the edge profile modeling with B2 using independent energy transport
equations for ions and electrons. Plotted are the raw temperature data (indicated as exp) and
the respective fits as calculated by the B2 program.
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A separate calculation by post-processing the resulting profiles provides an estimate for
the transport solely due to neoclassical theory. This was done using an implementation
of the NEOART code [56]. The calculation results in ion heat transport with χi,neocl. .
0.1 m2s−1. Since the assumption of Qe ≈ Qi is arbitrary, it is necessary to interpret this
result carefully. At first glance, ion transport seems to be anomalous, but the level is not
far above the prediction by neoclassical theory. An adjustment in the power fluxes (in
order to reduce χi by a factor of 5, a boundary condition of Qe/Qi ≈ 9 would be needed
because reducing Qi will approximately linearly reduce χi and Qe + Qi = 2Q0 = const.)
could in principle reduce the ion heat transport coefficient χi to the neoclassical value.
For a compatibility check with core physics, ASTRA was run in an interpretative and
a predictive mode. The interpretative run calculates heat transport and power flux
profiles by using experimental plasma profiles of density and temperature. A study of
the sensitivity of edge power fluxes on the ion temperature profile in the core (energy
transfer between ions and electrons depends on ne(Te−Ti)dV) was done by choosing two
strongly varying Ti-profiles, each compatible with NPA and edge CXRS measurements.
It becomes clear that a prediction of the heat flux ratio at ρpol ≈ 0.85 with ASTRA is
not precise enough to help much with the edge calculation. Any ratio of Qe/Qi between
0.4 and 2 can be forced by changing the ion temperature profile within its uncertainty.
Considering the extra uncertainty regarding the radial profiles (because of sawteeth),
higher ratios are also possible, but Qe/Qi = 9 is unlikely.
A predictive run of ASTRA was used to calculate the ion temperature profile while
keeping electron properties constant and calculating the ion transport from the radial
profiles using the built-in neoclassical transport model (Chang-Hinton formula [57, 58]
with finite orbit width corrections [59]). With the boundary condition of the measured
edge ion temperatures, the central ion temperature is predicted correctly. At ρpol = 0.85,
a ratio of Qe/Qi ≈ 1.2 is predicted for this case. Increasing the prescribed ion heat
transport artificially above the neoclassical level in ASTRA would reduce the power flux
in the electrons and therefore a contradiction with the B2 calculations results where the
computational domains overlap.
As there are no obvious reasons why the ion transport should change drastically at the
edge, a globally consistent model of this plasma would only be possible if the codes are
coupled and both the edge model of B2 and the core calculations of ASTRA are used in
combination. This is desirable for the future, but is beyond the scope of this work.
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Magnetic confinement fusion research has progressed to a point where the addressing of
specific reactor-relevant issues receives a high attention. The ITER device will demon-
strate a burning plasma and provide a stepping stone to the first demonstration power
plant based on controlled nuclear fusion. This relies on accessing the so-called H-mode
regime which has enhanced edge confinement properties.
Although empirical scalings predict that this is possible, the physical understanding of
the plasma edge in divertor tokamaks is not yet comprehensive. It is still unclear what
exactly triggers and maintains the characteristic edge transport barrier that leads to
steep radial gradients of density and temperature at the plasma edge. Local ion tem-
peratures and ion temperature gradients are candidates for playing an important role
for the H-mode access criterion and the overall stability of the edge barrier. In order to
validate and understand the scaling of the edge transport barrier, it is crucial to do high
resolution measurements of all key parameters that determine the physics there.
The issue of radial edge ion temperature profiles for ASDEX Upgrade has been addressed
in this work. A neutral lithium beam is injected into the plasma and used for charge ex-
change recombination spectroscopy on fully ionized helium and carbon impurities. The
equilibration of impurities with the main plasma is fast enough that the assumption of
nearly identical temperatures as the main plasma is justified. The ion temperature is
calculated from fits to the line radiation of C vi (529.0 nm) and He ii (468.5 nm). Sys-
tematic line broadening effects from collisional mixing and Zeeman broadening are taken
care of by detailed ADAS calculations on a case-to-case basis. Chopping of the beam is
necessary to remove the background and extract the small charge exchange contribution
to the intensity of the utilized spectral line.
L-mode plasmas with and without additional heating can be reliably diagnosed with
a time resolution depending on the chopping frequency and lithium beam intensity, in
best cases down to 100 ms. Time resolution is still not sufficient to resolve ELM events
which take place at sub-ms timescale. ELMs furthermore lead to irregular and high
background radiation (partly due to recycling) and must be cut out before evaluating
the data. Inter-ELM measurements in ELMy H-mode plasmas are possible as long as
the ELM frequency is low enough, i.e. lower than half the maximum acquisition rate.
The detection system consisting of Czerny-Turner spectrometers with high-speed frame
transfer CCD cameras operates at up to 250 Hz frame rate by reducing spectral coverage
and number of concurrent channels. In L-mode plasmas, it was shown that diagnostic
He puffing can be used to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio.
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6 Summary
Due to the toroidal symmetry and fast redistribution processes on the magnetic surfaces
of a tokamak, the measurements can be compared to other diagnostic data (like elec-
tron temperature and core ion temperature measurements) by applying a mapping to
magnetic flux coordinates. At ASDEX Upgrade, the tool AUGPED is used to combine
data of multiple diagnostics into radial profile measurements. It allows the correction of
radial misalignments of diagnostics and thus helps in constructing best possible radial
profiles of temperatures, densities and, eventually, plasma pressure.
Results from different-density L-mode plasmas with electron heating (pure ohmic and
ECRH) show that ion temperatures can be considerably higher than electron temper-
atures, and gradient lengths differ significantly. Independent of density and heating
power, all dominantly electron heated L-mode regimes have the common characteristic
of a cross-over between electron and ion temperatures about 3-5 cm inside the separa-
trix. The ion temperature profile extends almost linearly towards the scrape-off layer.
For strong electron heating below the L-H threshold, separatrix ion temperatures of up
to 240 eV have been measured.
Transport coefficients have been determined by interpretative modeling for an ohmic
case. The results are not fully conclusive, but indicate that edge ion heat transport is
anomalous, although the level is not by a large factor above the neoclassical limit.
In NBI-heated L-mode plasmas, in ELMy H-mode plasmas with different densities and
in quiescent, ELM-free QH-modes, edge ion temperatures were measured as well. The
data agrees with core charge exchange spectroscopy measurements (different diagnostic)
in the overlap region and combine with those to form a complete ion temperature pro-
file over the whole plasma radius. In QH-mode, extremely high edge gradients of more
than 600 eV/cm were found, while low power ohmic discharges show only 20 eV/cm for
comparison. Absolute ion temperatures were successfully measured in a range from 50-
2500 eV. This large covered range of edge parameters shows that the diagnostic system
has reached a stage where it can provide the desired edge ion temperature information.
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A Abbreviations
Symbols:
a Total minor radius of the torus, often a = rseparatrix
a0, . . . , a9 Coefficients for the modified hyperbolic tangent fit representing
Te and ne profiles
A, B, C(x) Constants used for different purposes
Aij Transport matrix in the neoclassical transport theory
B, ~B Magnetic field
Bp Poloidal magnetic field component
Bt Toroidal magnetic field component
c Speed of light, c = 299 792 458 m/s
D Diffusion coefficient, used to describe the magnitude of diffusive
transport
δij Kronecker-Delta: δii = 1, δij = 0, ∀i 6= j
e Elementary charge, e = 1.60217653 · 10−19 C
E, ~E Electric field
ε0 Vacuum permittivity, ε0 = 8.854187817 · 10−12 F/m
F (x) Model function for the modified hyperbolic tangent fit (in AUG-
PED)
~FL Lorentz force
ζ Electric resistivity
ζ‖ electric resistivity parallel to the magnetic field
ζ⊥ electric resistivity perpendicular to the magnetic field
ηi Ratio of density gradient length and ion temperature gradient
length, ηi = Ln/LTi
Gij Coefficients for excitation processes in the plasma
Γ Particle flux (usually perpendicular to the magnetic field)
Hij Coefficients for de-excitation processes in the plasma
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A Abbreviations
I(λ) Theoretical intensity distribution in the spectrometer
Ip Plasma current
Ipol Poloidal current
j,~j Current density
~J , J Total angular momentum of a quantum state, ~J = ~L + ~S
k Wave vector of Thomson scattering radiation
kB Boltzmann constant, kB = 1.386505 · 10−23 J/K.
κ Heat conductivity
κ‖ Heat conductivity parallel to the magnetic field
κ⊥ Heat conductivity perpendicular to the magnetic field κ⊥ = nχ
~L, L Electron orbital angular momentum
Ln Density gradient length, Ln =
n
∇n
LT Temperature gradient length, LT =
T
∇T
ln Λ Coulomb-logarithm, correction factor to account for the domi-
nant small-angle collisions in a magnetized plasmas
λ Wavelength
λ0 Central wavelength of a spectral line
λD Debye shielding length; the plasma outside a Debye sphere (r =
λD) appears quasi-neutral to a particle.
λmfp Particle mean free path, distance traveled between collisions
λp Penetration depth of neutral particles
m Particle mass
me Electron mass, me = 9.1093826 · 10−31 kg
mi Ion mass
µ0 Vacuum permeability, µ0 = 4π · 10−7 N/A2
n Particle density (per volume)
n Line-integrated particle density (per area)
ncutoff Electron density where microwaves are reflected
ne Electron density
ni Ion density
nsep Electron density at the separatrix
ν∗ Dimensionless collisionality parameter, ν∗ = Rq
τevth
p Plasma pressure
pe Electron plasma pressure, pe = neTe
pi Ion plasma pressure, pi = niTi
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P Heating power or loss power
Pi Incident power in Thomson scattering (YAG/YAR)
Pheat Total heating power of the plasma
POH Ohmic heating power by plasma current
Prad. Power lost from the plasma by radiation
Ps Scattered power in Thomson scattering (YAG/YAR)
q Safety factor, important for plasma stability in MHD theory
Q Fusion gain, Q =
Pfusion
Pheat
Qe Heat flux in the electron channel (only electron collisions)
Qi Heat flux in the ion channel (only ion collisions)
R Coordinate for the major radius of the torus
r Coordinate for the minor radius of the torus
re Classical electron radius
ρ Larmor or gyro-radius, radius of the gyrating motion of a charged
particle along magnetic field line
ρe Electron Larmor radius
ρi Ion Larmor radius
ρpol Normalized poloidal magnetic flux coordinate ρpol =
√
Ψ−Ψ0
Ψs−Ψ0
S Rate coefficient for electron impact ionization
~S, S Electron spin angular momentum
σ Standard deviation of an averaging process
σCoulomb Cross section for elastic collisions
σfusion Cross section for fusion reactions
ς Fitted line-width of a spectral line
T Temperature, in plasma physics usually expressed as an energy
(T = E/kB).
Te Electron temperature
Ti Ion temperature
τc Collision time
τE Global energy confinement time
τe Electron collision time
τei Electron-ion collision time
τEX Heat exchange time, characteristic time scale for equilibration of
two species with different temperature
τi Ion collision time
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A Abbreviations
τion Ionization time, characteristic time scale for ionization of atoms
τtransp Transport time, characteristic timescale for transport processes
Φ Toroidal angle
χe Electron heat transport coefficient (⊥ ~B)
χi Ion heat transport coefficient (⊥ ~B)
Uloop Toroidal voltage drop per turn due to transformer action
vth Thermal velocity of a particle: vth ∝
√
T/m
W Plasma stored energy
wb Width of the banana orbit of trapped particles
Ψ Poloidal magnetic flux per radian
Ψ0 Poloidal magnetic flux at the magnetic axis
Ψs Poloidal magnetic flux at the separatrix
z Vertical coordinate in cylindrical coordinate system often used
for torus, height from reference plane
Z Atomic number
Z Charge state of ion (equal to atomic number Z for fully ionized
atoms)
Zeff Effective charge of the plasma; pure hydrogen plasma: Zeff = 1
ωc Electron cyclotron frequency
Chemical symbols:
C carbon
C6+ fully ionized carbon
CD4 heavy methane
D deuterium, a hydrogen isotope
H hydrogen
He helium
He2+ fully ionized helium
Hg mercury
Li lithium
Ne neon
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Acronyms, etc.:
# abbreviation for ”shot” or discharge; every plasma discharge gets
a serial number
ADAS Atomic Data Analysis Structure, collection of programs to model
plasma relevant atomic properties
ASDEX Axial Symmetric Divertor EXperiment
ASTRA computer code for modeling and analyzing the plasma transport
in the core with a 1-dimensional fluid model
AUGPED program for combining and fitting pedestal profiles at ASDEX
Upgrade
B2 computer code for modeling the plasma edge with a 2-
dimensional fluid model
CCD Charge Coupled Device (optical detection system)
CES Charge Exchange recombination Spectroscopy using the heating
beam of NBI
CXRS Charge eXchange Recombination Spectroscopy using a lithium
beam
DCN used as abbreviation for interferometry diagnostic (measuring
line integrated electron density) using a DCN laser
ECE Electron Cyclotron Emission, also used as an abbreviation for
diagnostic measuring Te
ECRH Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating
EIRENE Monte-Carlo computer code to simulate neutral particle behavior
at the plasma edge
ELM Edge Localized Mode, burst-like edge plasma instability
ICRH ion cyclotron resonance heating
IDL Interactive Data Language, programming language by RSI Inc.
ITER International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
JET Joint European Torus (tokamak experiment in Culham, UK)
H-mode plasma state with high energy confinement due to an edge trans-
port barrier
L-mode plasma state with reduced energy confinement due to external
heating
LENA Low Energy Neutrals Analyzer, part of diagnostic NPA
Li-IXS Lithium beam Impact eXcitation Spectroscopy, method of mea-
suring electron density
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A Abbreviations
LID used as an abbreviation for Li-IXS diagnostic measuring electron
density
LIT used as an abbreviation for lithium beam CXRS measuring ion
temperature
MHD magneto-hydrodynamic (theory), theory which describes a
plasma as a conducting fluid
NBI Neutral Beam Injection (plasma heating method)
NEOART Computer code for calculation of neoclassical transport coeffi-
cients
NPA Neutral Particle Analyzer, also used as abbreviation for diagnos-
tic determining Ti profile from charge exchange neutrals
NUITD Not Used In This Dissertation
QH-mode Quiescent H-mode, high confinement plasma regime without
ELMs
REF used as an abbreviation for reflectometry diagnostic (measuring
electron density)
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
SOL Scrape-Off Layer, region of wall-intersected field lines outside the
separatrix
YAG used as abbreviation for the Thomson scattering diagnostic in
the plasma center
YAR used as abbreviation for the Thomson scattering diagnostic at
the plasma edge
Diagnostic shortcut measuring typical resolution
Core Charge Exchange Spec. CES Ti 4-5 cm, 50 ms
Core Thomson scattering YAG Te, ne 3-4 cm, 15 ns, 125 Hz
Edge Thomson scattering YAR Te, ne < 5 mm, 15 ns, 125 Hz
Interferometry DCN ne (n/a), 10 µs
Li-beam Charge eXchange CXRS, LIT Ti 6 mm, 200-500 ms
Li-beam Impact eXcitation spec. IXS, LID ne 6 mm, 20 ms
Neutral Particle Analyzer NPA Ti (full profile), 200-500 ms
Radiometry ECE Te < 5 mm, < 5 µs
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B ASDEX Upgrade
The experiment ASDEX Upgrade, where this work was conducted, is a mid-size toka-
mak compared to other international tokamaks. Its operation was started 1990 as the
successor of ASDEX (Axial Symetric Divertor EXperiment) where by means of addi-
tional coils a poloidal divertor was firstly studied. The divertor acts to remove the outer
boundary layer of the plasma (scrape-off layer) away from the hot plasma and deposits
it on collector target plates. This process rids the plasma of disturbing impurities and
simultaneously safeguards the wall of the plasma vessel. It achieves good thermal insu-
lation of the fuel. The divertor operation enabled access to a new plasma regime, called
high confinement mode (H-mode), which has better energy confinement than previously
possible plasmas (now called L-mode).
ASDEX Upgrade was designed to make experiments under reactor-like conditions possi-
ble. Its plasma cross-section is very similar to the shape of ITER, which is the next step
central OH-coil
OH-stray field
compensation coils
poloidal field
coil support
multipole-equilibrium
and shaping field coils
toroidal field coil
vacuum vessel
heating, pumping, and
diagnostic ports
toroidal structure
Figure B.1: 3-dimensional picture of ASDEX Upgrade displaying the structure and the most
important magnetic field coils in correct proportions.
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B ASDEX Upgrade
fusion experiment about to be realized by an international endeavor. Essential plasma
properties, particularly the plasma density and pressure and the wall load, have been
adapted in ASDEX Upgrade to the conditions that will be present in a future fusion
reactor. This experiment is thus providing essential know-how for the ITER device,
which is to produce the first energy-yielding plasma.
The technical specifications of the ASDEX Upgrade experiment are [6, 60]:
Total height of the experiment 9 m
Total radius over all 5 m
Weight of the experiment 800 t
First wall material Carbon → Tungsten
Number of toroidal field coils 16
Number of poloidal field coils 12
Major/minor plasma radius 1.65 m/0.5 m
Plasma volume/surface 14 m3/42 m2
Plasma current 0.4 MA - 1.4 MA
Maximum magnetic field 3.9 T
Discharge duration < 10 s
Time between pulses 15 - 20 min
Amount of data / pulse approx. 0.5 GByte
Plasma heating: up to 27 MW
Ohmical heating 1 MW
Neutral beam injection heating 20 MW (with D)
Injection energy 60 keV and 93 keV
Ion-Cyclotron heating 6 MW (30 MHz - 120 MHz)
Electron-Cyclotron heating 4 x 0.5 MW (140 GHz)
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